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Abstract

Database management systems (DBMSs) are an important part of modern data-driven applications. However, they are notoriously difficult to deploy and administer because they have many aspects that one can change that affect their performance, including database physical design and system configuration. There are existing methods that recommend how to change these aspects of databases for an application. But most of them require humans to make final decisions on what changes to apply and when to apply them. Furthermore, these previous tuning methods either (1) require expensive exploratory testing, (2) are reactionary to the workload and can only solve problems after they occur, (3) focus only on improving one single aspect of the DBMS, or (4) do not provide explanations on their decisions. Thus, most DBMSs today still require onerous and costly human administration.

In this thesis, we present a novel architecture for a self-driving DBMS that enables automatic system management and removes the administration impediments. Our approach consists of three frameworks: (1) workload forecasting, (2) behavior modeling, and (3) action planning. The workload forecasting framework predicts the query arrival rates under varying database workload patterns using an ensemble of time-series forecasting models. The behavior modeling framework constructs fine-grained machine learning models that predict the runtime behavior of the DBMS. Lastly, the action planning framework generates a sequence of optimization actions based on these forecasted workload patterns and behavior model estimations. It uses receding horizon control and Monte Carlo tree search to approximate the complex optimization problem effectively.

Our forecasting-modeling-planning architecture enables an autonomous DBMS that proactively plans for optimization actions without expensive testing. It automatically applies the actions at proper times, holistically controls all system aspects, and provides explanations on its decisions.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The idea of using a DBMS to remove the burden of data management from application developers was one of the original selling points of the relational model and declarative query languages from the 1970s [200]. With this approach, a developer only writes a query that specifies what data they want to access. The DBMS then finds the most efficient way to store and retrieve data, and safely interleave operations.

Over five decades later, DBMSs are now the critical part of every data-intensive application in all facets of society, including government, business, and science. These systems are also more complicated now with a long and growing list of functionalities. For example, the number of knobs for different versions of MySQL and Postgres DBMS increased by 3× and 6× respectively over the past 20 years [215]. An effective DBMS deployment requires not only tuning these knobs but also deciding the database’s physical design [126], such as indexes and table partitions. Properly tuning these aspects of a DBMS is an involved and complex task. For example, selecting the best set of indexes for a database workload can be NP-complete [164]. Furthermore, it is challenging to decide when and how to apply changes to a DBMS. For example, an index creation may compete for resources with workload queries and slow them down, especially when the workload volume is high. And allocating the appropriate amount of resources for such index creation has an intricate trade-off: using a small amount of resource (e.g., one CPU core) may mitigate the resource contention to the queries but make the index creation slower; using more resources (e.g., eight CPU cores) may increase the contention, but the index creation can finish faster and accelerate the queries sooner. Such complexity makes database tuning a major contributing factor to DBMSs’ high total cost of ownership. Personnel is estimated to be almost 50% of the total ownership cost of a DBMS [174]. And a survey suggests that 73% of database administrators (DBAs) [197] think that performance tuning occupies most of their time [170].

Given such complications and costs of deploying a database, people have been dreaming about DBMSs that can automatically optimize themselves for years [128]. Much of the previous work on self-tuning systems focuses on standalone tools that target only a single aspect of the database. For example, some tools can choose the best physical design of a database [45], such as indexes [46, 92, 214], materialized views [18], partitioning schemes [17, 167], or storage layout [24]. Other tools are able to select the tuning parameters for an application [60, 202, 206, 215]. Most of these tools operate in the same way: a DBA provides a sample database
and workload trace that guides a search process to find an optimal or near-optimal configuration. This is still an onerous process, however, as it requires laborious preparation of workload samples, spare hardware to test proposed updates, and above all else, intuition into the DBMS’s internals. DBAs need to select the best set of updates among all recommendations, decide when to apply them (e.g., during the day or at night) and how to apply them (e.g., using one core or eight cores), and finally apply the changes. All of the major DBMS vendors’ tools, including Oracle [62, 123], Microsoft [45, 151], and IBM [201, 211], operate in this manner.

These tools are insufficient for achieving a completely autonomous system because they are (1) external to the DBMS, (2) reactionary, or (3) not able to take a holistic view that considers more than one problem at a time. That is, they observe the DBMS’s behavior from outside of the system, so they cannot provide accurate estimations or explanations on the effect of their recommendations. They also only advise the DBAs on how to make corrections to fix only one aspect of the system at a time. Therefore, the DBAs need to repeat the tuning process for all system aspects and address their interactions, such as resource competitions. Moreover, they address problems after they occur but do not proactively prepare the system based on the workload patterns, such as dropping unnecessary indexes ahead of time when the DBMS is approaching the system’s storage/memory limit. And these tuning tools assume that the human operating them is knowledgeable enough to update the DBMS during a proper time window when it will have the least impact on applications. For example, the DBAs may need to update the system when the workload volume is low (e.g., during midnight) to avoid interrupting the normal business operation. The database landscape has changed significantly in the last decade: there are an increasing number of types of databases (e.g., transactional, analytical, or hybrid of both) with a growing list of functionalities and configuration options. Thus, one cannot assume that a DBMS is always deployed by an expert that understands the intricacies of database optimization. Furthermore, modern software engineering practices, such as the adoption of DevOps [76], advocate combining the application development and IT operations, including DBMS administrations, to shorten the development life cycle. Therefore, development teams are often comprised of fewer specialized DBAs despite the increasing DBMS complicity.

There is a recent push from cloud vendors to support more automated tuning that directly applies tuning actions, such as automatic indexing [58, 226], automatic knob tuning [132, 244], and dynamic resource allocation [57, 155]. But these methods again only focus on solving one problem and are mostly reactive. Furthermore, these methods often require lengthy and expensive testing on copies of databases in the cloud (e.g., testing various candidate indexes or knob configurations to find the best one to apply). Most of these methods cannot provide insightful explanations on their decisions either, such as the expected completion time and the side effect to apply a tuning action. Such explanations are crucial for the system’s debuggability and transparency, which are essential for real-world applications.

This thesis addresses the challenge of developing completely autonomous DBMSs that automatically optimize themselves without any human intervention using machine learning (ML) and control theory. We present a new type of DBMS architecture called “self-driving” that enables proactive, efficient, and explainable control of all DBMS aspects.

We use an analogy to self-driving cars to explain our design for the self-driving DBMS architecture. A simplified self-driving car architecture consists of (1) a perception system, (2) mobility models, and (3) a decision-making system [156]. The perception system observes the
vehicle’s surrounding environment and estimates the potential state, such as other vehicles’ movements. The mobility models approximate a vehicle’s behavior in response to control actions in relevant operating conditions. Lastly, the decision-making system uses the perception and the models’ estimates to select actions to accomplish the driving objectives.

As illustrated in Figure 1.1, our design of a self-driving DBMS architecture consists of three frameworks with analogs to self-driving cars: (1) workload forecasting, (2) behavior modeling, and (3) action planning. The workload forecasting and action planning are on-line frameworks, whereas the behavior modeling is an off-line framework. At runtime, the on-line workload forecasting framework helps the system observe and predict the application’s future workload (i.e., the arrival rates of the workload’s queries over various time horizons). This allows the system to proactively improve the performance before problems occur. The DBMS then uses these forecasts with the behavior models generated by the off-line behavior modeling framework to predict the costs and benefits of all types of self-driving actions without expensive exploratory testing. The DBMS provides this information to the on-line action planning framework to generate explainable actions (e.g., building an index or changing a knob) that improve the system’s target objective function (e.g., latency or throughput). The DBMS then automatically applies and monitors these actions without any human intervention.

This thesis provides evidence to support the following statement:

**Thesis Statement:** A self-driving DBMS architecture with workload forecasting, behavior modeling, and action planning frameworks can enable completely autonomous DBMS administration that is proactive, efficient, and explainable.

We summarize the technical contributions of this thesis as follows:

- We present a workload forecasting framework that predicts the future workload patterns
in varying horizons for self-driving DBMSs to proactively choose optimization actions before problems occur (Chapter 3). Our framework uses query templatization, on-line clustering, and ensemble-based time-series forecasting to succinctly predict the future arrival rates of the workload’s queries.

• We present a behavior modeling framework that generates behavior models for self-driving DBMSs to estimate the effects of various self-driving actions (Chapter 4). Our framework decomposes the complex DBMS into small and independent tasks to model separately, which reduces the modeling complexity. It generates workload- and dataset-independent models that the self-driving DBMS can use on any production database to avoid the expensive modeling at runtime. These models also provide explanations on the self-driving actions’ cost and benefit expectations.

• We present an action planning framework that selects actions for self-driving DBMSs to automatically optimize themselves (Chapter 5). It integrates the workload forecasting and modeling frameworks to generate a sequence of actions tailored to the workload patterns. It uses receding-horizon planning and Monte-Carlo tree search to efficiently approximate the complex optimization problem optimize the system performance holistically.

We next explain the background information of self-driving DBMSs in Chapter 2. We provide a detailed review of related work in Chapter 6 and discuss possible areas for future work in Chapter 7. We discuss our work in the context of the NoisePage DBMS [38] that we use to implement our self-driving architecture. NoisePage is an in-memory DBMS that supports hybrid transactional and analytical (HTAP) workloads.
Chapter 2

Background

In this chapter, we discuss our definition of self-driving DBMSs and the related background. We also explain the challenges of building self-driving DBMSs.

2.1 Self-Driving DBMS

The ultimate goal of a self-driving DBMS is to configure, manage, and optimize itself without any human intervention as the database and its workload evolve over time. A key element that guides the DBMS’s decision-making is a human-selected objective function. An objective function could be either performance metrics (e.g., throughput, latency, availability) or deployment costs (e.g., hardware, hosting, energy). This is akin to a human telling a self-driving car their desired destination. The DBMS must also operate within human-specified constraints, such as memory usage or service-level objectives (SLOs).

The way that the DBMS improves its objective function is by deploying actions that it thinks will potentially help it execute the application’s workload. These actions control three aspects of the system: (1) physical design, (2) knob configuration, and (3) hardware resources. The first are changes to the database’s physical representation and data structures (e.g., indexes, materialized views, partitioning). The second action type are optimizations that affect the DBMS’s runtime behavior through its configuration knobs. These knobs can target individual client sessions (e.g., maximum memory consumption allowed per query) or the entire system (e.g., buffer pool size for disk-based systems). Lastly, the resource actions change the hardware resources of the DBMS (e.g., instance type, number of machines); these assume that the DBMS is deployed in an elastic/cloud environment where additional resources are readily available. This thesis focuses on the first two aspects (physical design and knob configuration) because the DBMS prototype that we used to implement our self-driving architecture (NoisePage) does not support resource scaling yet. Nevertheless, we anticipate our proposed architecture can extend to control resource scaling (Section 7.2). Our discussion also focuses on methods that improve the DBMS’s efficiency. Automating security protocols in DBMSs is also important, but these techniques are orthogonal to our focus in this thesis.

Although there are recent announcements on self-driving DBMSs [6, 117, 160], there is no standard definition of what it means for a DBMS to be “self-driving”. Furthermore, there is con-
Level | Name   | Description                                                                                                                                                                                                 |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>Manual</td>
<td>The system has no autonomy. The user diagnoses performance problems, creates actions, and applies them manually.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Assistant</td>
<td>The system recommends promising actions to the user. The user selects and applies actions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Mixed</td>
<td>The system simultaneously applies actions and notifies the user to make decisions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Local</td>
<td>The system has self-contained components that automatically apply actions for specific aspects of the system.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Directed</td>
<td>The system is semi-autonomous. It automatically applies actions but still takes high-level directions from users.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Self-Driving</td>
<td>The system is fully autonomous. It applies actions to improve all system aspects holistically without direction, accounts for future workloads, and generates explanations for its decisions.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.1: Levels of Autonomy – A classification of the levels of autonomy capabilities in DBMSs.

fusion about how the label relates to previous attempts on self-adaptive [93], self-tuning [45], and self-managing [123] DBMSs. To better understand this issue, we next present a taxonomy of the levels of autonomy that a DBMS could support.

2.2 Taxonomy

Achieving full autonomy in a DBMS is years away. There are, however, intermediate levels where a DBMS removes control from humans and takes over more management responsibilities on its own. The amount of autonomy of a self-driving DBMS plays a central role in its design and the user experience. Thus, we propose the following taxonomy on the levels of autonomy that a DBMS can provide. We organize this in increasing levels of complexity of autonomy with decreasing user interaction and control. An overview of these levels is shown in Table 2.1.

**Level 0:** At the lowest level of autonomy, the system provides an interface for the user to operate in a *manual* fashion. In other words, the DBMS only does exactly what the human instructs it to do. Many open-source DBMSs, such as MySQL [2], PostgreSQL [8], and SQLite [9], do not have built-in functionalities to optimize their configurations. Thus, users need to investigate the DBMS performance and devise actions by themselves unless they use external tools (discussed in higher autonomy levels) for help.

**Level 1:** The next level of autonomy provides *assistant* tools that recommend improved configurations to the user for some of the DBMS’s sub-systems. The user is responsible for (1) selecting which recommendations to apply, (2) deciding when to apply them, and (3) monitoring the DBMS’s behavior afterward. These tools often also require the user to manually prepare
sample workloads and/or deploy a second copy of the database for the tools to generate new recommendations [48]. All of the major DBMS vendors have their own proprietary tools of this autonomy level. For example, Microsoft’s AutoAdmin recommends database physical design structures, including indexes [46], materialized views [18], and partitioning [17], for a given database and workload. IBM’s DB2 Performance Wizard tool asks DBAs questions about their application (e.g., whether it is OLTP or OLAP) and then proposes knob settings based on their answers [125]. Oracle also includes a SQL analyzer tool that estimates the impact of configuration modifications [234]. Moreover, there are external tools for open-source databases that give users tuning advice, such as MySQLTuner [3] and PGTuner [7] for knob tuning and Dexter [1] for index selection. Recently, there are attempts to use ML to help configure specific parts of the DBMS, such as indexes [65], knobs [72, 131, 216, 243], and data layouts [68, 236].

Level 2: This level of autonomy assumes a minimal control system that collaborates with the user to configure some sub-systems of the DBMS. The initiative for making decisions is mixed between the DBMS and the user. Such autonomy exposes complex problems with the user experience since the user may issue changes that conflict with the DBMS’s control component. For example, the user may disable the autonomy of a particular sub-system, and the DBMS must account for this in its models. One example of this type of system was a prototype for IBM DB2 from 2008 [224]. This system used existing tools [125, 201] in an external controller that triggered a change or sent DBA notifications whenever a resource threshold was surpassed (e.g., buffer pool hit ratio). It still required a human to select optimizations and to occasionally restart the DBMS.

Level 3: The next level consists of local autonomy where each sub-system can adapt without human guidance, but there is no higher-level coordination between them or long-term planning. The enabling/disabling of autonomy of these components is controlled by the user. For example, some DBMSs support automatic memory allocations (e.g., Oracle [123], IBM DB2 [201]), automatic resource scaling (e.g., Microsoft Azure SQL [57], Amazon Aurora [218]), or automatic creation/drop of indexes (e.g., Microsoft Azure SQL [58]). We also believe that Oracle’s autonomous database-as-a-service offerings are an example of this level [6]. The service requires users to select whether their application has either a transactional or analytical workload. It then uses Oracle’s existing assistance tools (Level 1) in a control loop to handle common tuning activities, but they are managed in isolation. The DBMS is also unable to predict long-term workload trends.

Level 4: At the directed level, the system manages all its sub-systems, and the user only provides high-level direction for global configuration issues. Such direction includes hints about future workload needs so that the DBMS can prepare for long-term decisions (e.g., capacity planning). For example, the user may manually select actions to begin scaling the DBMS’s deployment to prepare for an upcoming surge in traffic. We also anticipate that the DBMS still requires session-specific hints from humans at this level. The DBMS is intelligent enough to recognize when to ask a human for help with tuning problems.
Level 5: Lastly, at the highest level of automation, the DBMS is completely independent (i.e., self-driving) because it coordinates across all sub-systems without direction from the user. It accounts for future workloads in its decision-making and supports all tuning activities that do not require an external value judgment. The DBMS also tunes individual queries (e.g., join orderings, index selection) and client sessions (e.g., optimizations, knobs). For each deployed action, the DBMS also provides human-readable explanations about why it made the decision to deploy that action. Whether a self-driving DBMS should still allow humans to configure aspects of the system is up for debate. How the DBMS’s planning components would respond to such human input is a difficult and unsolved problem.

This thesis presents a DBMS architecture designed for Level 5 autonomy. We view this architecture as the first step towards a self-driving DBMS that is fully autonomous.

2.3 Challenges

There are recent successes in applying ML for automated decision-making problems, such as self-driving vehicles [168], Go games [192], and trading systems [103]. We leverage modern advances in ML and control theory to build the architecture for self-driving DBMSs (Level 5 autonomy). However, ML is not a panacea. There are challenges in applying ML for self-driving DBMSs because of the characteristics of DBMS systems and database workloads. We now discuss these challenges.

Workload Forecasting: A key property to distinguish self-driving DBMSs from DBMSs with lower autonomy levels is the ability to automatically choose when to apply which actions without any human intervention. Achieving this ability requires accurately predicting the workload in the future so that the system can determine the proper time window to make changes. For example, the system should schedule expensive changes (e.g., creating an index) when the workload volume is low to avoid affecting normal workload operations, such as violating the SLOs. Recall from Section 2.2 that DBMSs with Level 5 autonomy should be able to anticipate the future workloads and act accordingly.

However, forecasting database workload in the future is challenging because modern DBMS applications may execute millions of queries per day [137]. Tracking each of these queries and building forecasting models for all of them can be expensive. Database workloads can also have varying patterns, such as cycles [205], growth [137], and evolution [20]. Not only can there be different workload patterns across applications, but there can also be different patterns that simultaneously exist for subsets of queries in a single application. Effective database workload forecasting should capture all these patterns.

Behavior Modeling: The foundation of self-driving DBMSs’ decision-making is the ability to estimate the action behavior: how an action helps the workload, how long an action takes, how much resource an action needs, and how applying an action interferes with the system performance. Only high-fidelity models enable effective and robust control. This is similar to
self-driving cars that need accurate mobility models to estimate the effect of their actions, such as hitting the brake or turning the steering wheel [156].

But building such behavior models to accurately make these estimations is challenging as DBMSs are complex software systems. There are various components (e.g., storage, query execution, logging) with diverse configuration options and performance characteristics [95]. Database components and queries may also execute concurrently in multi-core environments, which multiplicates the number of possible behavioral states that a self-driving DBMS needs to model. Moreover, modern ML models (e.g., neural networks) need high-quality training data to make accurate inferences [173]. However, collecting training data for self-driving DBMSs can be expensive since many actions can take a long time to finish and consume a significant amount of resources, such as creating indexes on large tables.

**Action Planning:** The effectiveness of self-driving DBMSs relies on their ability to plan for proper actions based on the workload forecasts and behavior model estimations. Since actions can be expensive, ineffective actions not only consume time and resources but also can interfere with the system’s performance. It is also important to arrange the action sequence appropriately. For example, if two actions have similar improvements for a workload, it is more beneficial to apply the faster action first to accelerate the queries earlier.

It is challenging to plan for such a sequence of actions and when to apply them efficiently. There are many possible actions across various aspects of the systems, such as changing knob values and creating indexes. It may also be beneficial to plan for longer sequences to arrange actions more holistically based on the workload pattern. But the number of possible choices of action sequences increases exponentially as the sequence length increases, which exacerbates the planning difficulty. Furthermore, the planning requires the behavior models to estimate the action effect on the forecasted workload. These estimations can also incur high model inference overhead on the system. Lastly, the planning needs to account for system constraints, such as the maximum available memory.

We now discuss how we address each of these challenges in the following chapters.
Chapter 3

Workload Forecasting

To be fully autonomous, the DBMS must be able to predict what the workload will look like in the future. If a self-driving DBMS only considers the behavior of the application in the past when selecting which optimizations to apply, these optimizations may be sub-optimal for the workload in the near future. It can also cause resource contention if the DBMS tries to apply optimizations after the workload has shifted (e.g., it is entering a peak load period). Instead, a self-driving DBMS should choose its optimizations proactively according to the expected workload patterns in the future. But the DBMS’s ability to achieve this is highly dependent on its knowledge of the queries and patterns in the application’s workload.

Previous work has studied database workload modeling in different contexts. For example, one way is to model the demands of resources for the system, rather than a direct representation of the workload itself [56, 172]. Other methods model the performance of the DBMS by answering “what-if” questions about changes in OLTP workloads [148, 151]. They model the workload as a mixture of different types of transactions with a fixed ratio. There is also work to predict how the workload will shift over time using hidden Markov models [99, 100, 101, 102] or regressions [77, 144]. Earlier work has also modeled database workloads using more formal methods with pre-defined transaction types and arrival rates [181, 182].

All of these methods have deficiencies that make them inadequate for self-driving DBMSs. For example, some use a lossy compression scheme that only maintains high-level statistics, such as average query latency and resource utilization [56, 148, 151, 172]. Others assume that the tool is provided with a static workload [181, 182], or they only generate new models when the workload shifts, thereby failing to capture how the volume of queries and the workload trends change over time [77, 144, 181, 182]. Lastly, some models are hardware and/or database design dependent [99, 100, 101, 102], which means the DBMS has to retrain them whenever its configuration changes.

In this chapter, we present a method to succinctly forecast the workload for self-driving DBMSs. Our approach continuously clusters queries based on their arrival rate temporal patterns. It seamlessly handles different workload patterns and shifts. It then builds models to predict the future arrival patterns for the query clusters. Such predictions are necessary to enable an autonomous DBMS’s planning module to identify optimizations to improve the system’s performance and apply them proactively [160]. The key advantage of our approach over previous forecasting methods is that the data we use to train our models is independent
of the hardware and the database design. Thus, it is not necessary to rebuild the models if the DBMS's hardware or configuration settings change.

To evaluate our forecasting models, we integrated this framework into both MySQL [2] and PostgreSQL [8], and measure its ability to model and optimize three real-world database applications. The results demonstrate that our framework can efficiently forecast the expected future workload with only a minimal loss in accuracy. They also show how a self-driving DBMS can use this framework to improve the system's performance.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.1 discusses common workload patterns in database applications. We next give an overview of our approach in Section 3.2 and then present the details of its components: Pre-Processor (Section 3.3), Clusterer (Section 3.4), and Forecaster (Section 3.5). We provide an experimental analysis of our methods in Section 3.6.

3.1 Background

The goal of workload forecasting in an autonomous DBMS is to enable the system to predict what an application’s workload will look like in the future. This is necessary because the workloads for real-world applications are never static. The system can then select the optimizations to prepare based on this prediction.

We contend that there are two facets of modern database applications that make robust, unsupervised workload forecasting challenging. The first is that an application’s queries may have vastly different arrival rates. Thus, an effective forecasting model must be able to identify and characterize each of these arrival rate patterns. The second is that the composition and volume of the queries in an application’s workload change over time. If the workload deviates too much from the past, then the forecasting models become inaccurate and must be recomputed.

We now investigate the common characteristics and patterns in today’s database applications in more detail. We begin with an introduction of the three real-world database application traces used in our discussions and experiments, followed by an overview of the common patterns that these traces exhibit. We then discuss the challenges that effective forecasting models must overcome.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DBMS Type</th>
<th>Admissions</th>
<th>BusTracker</th>
<th>MOOC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MySQL</td>
<td>PostgreSQL</td>
<td>MySQL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Num of Tables</td>
<td>216</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>454</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trace Length (Days)</td>
<td>507</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avg. Queries Per Day</td>
<td>5M</td>
<td>19.9M</td>
<td>1.1M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Num of SELECT Queries</td>
<td>2541M [99.8%]</td>
<td>19.5M [98%]</td>
<td>0.97M [88%]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Num of INSERT Queries</td>
<td>1.8M [0.07%]</td>
<td>15K [0.8%]</td>
<td>14K [1.3%]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Num of UPDATE Queries</td>
<td>2.6M [0.1%]</td>
<td>22K [1%]</td>
<td>66K [6%]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Num of DELETE Queries</td>
<td>0.4M [0.02%]</td>
<td>3K [0.2%]</td>
<td>51K [4.7%]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.1: Sample Workloads – Summarization of the workload traces collected from the database applications described in Section 3.1.1.
3.1.1 Sample Workloads

We now give a high-level description of the three sample workload traces collected from real-world database applications. Table 3.1 provides a more detailed summary of their properties.

**Admissions**: An admissions website for a university’s graduate program. Students submit their application materials to programs in different departments. Faculties review the applications after the deadline and give their decisions.

**BusTracker**: A mobile phone application for live-tracking of the public transit bus system. It ingests bus location information at regular intervals from the transit system, and then helps users find nearby bus stops and get route information.

**MOOC**: A web application that offers on-line courses to people who want to learn or teach [4]. Instructors can upload their course materials, and students can check out the course content and submit their course assignments.
3.1.2 Workload Patterns

We now describe the three common workload patterns prevalent in today’s database applications. The first two patterns are examples of different arrival rates that the queries in database applications can have. The third pattern exhibits how the composition of the queries in the workload can change over time.

**Cycles:** Many applications are designed to interact with humans, and as such, their workloads follow cyclic patterns. For example, some applications execute more queries at specific ranges of a day than at others because this is when people are awake and using the service. Figure 3.1a shows the number of queries executed per minute by the BusTracker application over a 72-hour period. The DBMS executes more queries in the daytime, especially during the morning and afternoon rush hours since this is when people are taking buses to and from work. This cycle repeats every 24 hours. Not all applications have such peaks at the same time each day, and the cycles may be shorter or longer than this example.

**Growth and Spikes:** Another common workload pattern is when the query volume increases over time. This pattern is typical in start-ups with applications that become more popular and in applications with events that have specific due dates. The Admissions application has this pattern. Figure 3.1b shows the number of queries per minute executed over a week-long period leading up to the application deadline. The arrival rate of queries increases as the date gets closer: It grows slowly at the start of the week but then increases rapidly for the final two days before the deadline.

**Workload Evolution:** Database workloads evolve over time. Sometimes this is a result of changes in the arrival rate patterns of existing queries (e.g., new users located in different time zones start using an application). The other reason this happens is that the queries can also change (e.g., new application features). Of our three applications, MOOC incurs the most changes in its workload mixture. Figure 3.1c shows the accumulated number of distinct queries that the MOOC application executes over time. The graph shows that there is a large shift in the workload after the organization released a new feature in their application in early May.

3.1.3 Discussion

There are three challenges that a forecasting framework must solve to work in real-world DBMS deployments. Foremost is that in order to exploit the various arrival rate patterns in the workloads for optimization planning, there is a need for good arrival rate forecasting models. Not only do different workloads have different patterns, but a single workload can also have separate patterns for sub-groups of queries. Thus, an effective forecasting model must be able to identify and characterize patterns that are occurring simultaneously within the same workload.

The second challenge is that since applications execute millions of queries per day, it is not feasible to build forecasting models for each query in the workload. This means that the framework must reduce the complexity of the workload that it analyzes without severely reducing the accuracy of its predictions.
Figure 3.2: QB5000 Workflow – The framework receives SQL queries from the DBMS. This data is first passed into the Pre-Processor that identifies distinct templates in the workload and records their arrival rate history. Next, the Clusterer combines the templates with similar arrival rate patterns together. This information is then fed into the Forecaster where it builds models that predict the arrival rate of templates in each cluster.

Lastly, the framework must handle the changes in the workload’s patterns as well as the query mixtures. All of this must be done without any human intervention. That is, the framework cannot require for a DBA to tune its internal parameters or provide hints about what the application’s workload is and when it changes.

3.2 Overview

The QueryBot 5000 (QB5000) is a workload forecasting framework that runs as either an external controller or as an embedded module. The target DBMS connects to the framework and forwards all the queries that applications execute on it. Decoupling the framework from the DBMS allows the DBA to deploy it on separate hardware resources. Forwarding the queries to QB5000 is a lightweight operation and is not on the query executor’s critical path. As QB5000 receives these queries, it stores them in its internal database. It then trains models that predict which types of queries and how many of them the DBMS is expected to execute in the future. A self-driving DBMS can then use this information to deploy optimizations that will improve its target objective (e.g., latency, throughput) [160].

As shown in Figure 3.2, QB5000’s workflow is comprised of two phases. When the DBMS sends a query to QB5000, it first enters the Pre-Processor and the Clusterer components. This is the part of the system that maps the unique query invocation to previously seen queries. This enables QB5000 to reduce both the computational and storage overhead of tracking SQL queries without sacrificing accuracy. The Pre-Processor converts raw queries into generic templates by extracting constant parameters out of the SQL string. It then records the arrival rate history for each template.

It is still, however, not computationally feasible to build models to capture and predict the arrival patterns for each template. To further reduce the computational resource pressure, QB5000 then maps the template to the most similar group of previous queries based on its semantics (e.g., the tables that it accesses). The Clusterer then performs further compression of the workload using an on-line clustering technique to group templates with similar arrival rate patterns together. It is able to handle evolving workloads where new queries appear and older ones
In the final phase, the **Forecaster** selects the largest template clusters (i.e., clusters with the highest query volumes) and then trains forecasting models based on the average arrival rate of the templates within each cluster. These models predict how many queries in each template cluster that the application will execute in the future (e.g., one hour from now, one day from now). This is important because the DBMS will decide how to optimize itself based on what it expects the application to do in the future, rather than what happened in the past. QB5000 also automatically adjust these clusters as the workload changes over time. Every time the cluster assignment changes for templates, QB5000 re-trains its models.

The Pre-Processor always ingests new queries and updates the arrival rate history for each template in the background in real time when the DBMS is running. The Clusterer and Forecaster periodically update the cluster assignments and the forecasting models. When QB5000 predicts the expected workload in the future, it uses the most recent data as the input to the models.

### 3.3 Pre-Processor

Most applications interact with a DBMS in a programmatic way. That is, the queries are constructed by software in response to some external mechanism rather than a human writing the query by hand. For OLTP workloads, the application invokes the same queries with different input parameters (e.g., prepared statements). For OLAP workloads, a user is often interacting with a dashboard or reporting tool that provides an interface to construct the query with different predicates and input parameters. Such similar queries execute with the same frequency and often have the same resource utilization in the system. Thus, QB5000 can aggregate the volume of queries with identical templates together to approximate the characteristics of the workload. This reduces the number of queries that QB5000 tracks since it only needs to maintain arrival rate information for each template rather than each individual query. Given this, we now describe how QB5000’s Pre-Processor collects and combines the queries that it receives from the DBMS.

The Pre-Processor processes each query in two steps. It first extracts all of the constants from the query’s SQL string and replaces them with value placeholders. This converts all of the queries into prepared statements. These constants include:

- The values in `WHERE` clause predicates.
- The `SET` fields in `UPDATE` statements.
- The `VALUES` fields in `INSERT` statements. For batched `INSERTs`, QB5000 also tracks the number of tuples.

The Pre-Processor then performs additional formatting to normalize spacing, case, and bracket/parenthesis placement. We use the abstract syntax tree from the DBMS’s SQL parser to identify the tokens. The outcome of this step is a generic query `template`.

QB5000 tracks the number of queries that arrive per templates over a given time interval and then stores the final count into an internal catalog table at the end of each interval. The system
Table 3.2: Workload Reduction – Breakdown of the total number of queries that QB5000 must monitor after applying the reduction techniques in the Pre-Processor and Clusterer.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Total Number of Queries</th>
<th>Admissions</th>
<th>BusTracker</th>
<th>MOOC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2546M</td>
<td>1223M</td>
<td>95M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Num of Templates</td>
<td>4060</td>
<td>334</td>
<td>885</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Num of Clusters</td>
<td>1950</td>
<td>107</td>
<td>391</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reduction Ratio</td>
<td>1.3M</td>
<td>10.5M</td>
<td>0.24M</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

aggregates stale arrival rate records into larger intervals to save storage space. We explain how to choose the time interval in Section 3.5.

QB5000 also maintains a sample set of the queries’ original parameters for each template in its internal database. We use reservoir sampling to select a fixed amount of items with low variance from a list containing a large or unknown number of items [219]. An autonomous DBMS’s planning module uses these parameter samples when estimating the cost/benefit of optimizations [160].

The Pre-Processor then performs a final step to aggregate templates with equivalent semantic features to further reduce the number of unique templates that QB5000 tracks. Evaluating semantic equivalence is non-trivial, and there has been extensive research on this topic [107, 180, 212]. QB5000 uses heuristics to approximate the equivalence of templates. It considers two templates as equivalent if they access the same tables, use the same predicates, and return the same projections. One could use more formal methods to fully exploit semantic equivalence [50]. We found, however, that heuristics provide reasonable performance without reducing accuracy. We defer investigating more sophisticated methods as future work.

Table 3.2 shows that QB5000’s Pre-Processor is able to reduce the number of queries from millions to at most thousands of templates for our sample workloads.

3.4 Clusterer

Even though the Pre-Processor reduces the number of queries that QB5000 tracks, it is still not feasible to build models for the arrival patterns of each template. Our results in Section 3.6.5 show that it can take over three minutes to train a single model. Thus, we need to further reduce the total number of templates that QB5000 forecasts.

The Clusterer component combines the arrival rate histories of templates with similar patterns into groups. It takes templates in a high-dimensional feature space and identifies groups of comparable templates using a similarity metric function. To support modeling an application in a dynamic environment (i.e., one where the workload, database physical design, and the DBMS’s configuration can change), the clustering algorithm must generate stable mappings using features that are not dependent on the current state of the database. This is because if the mapping of templates to clusters changes, then QB5000 has to retrain all of its models.

We now examine the three design decisions in our implementation of QB5000’s clustering phase. We begin with a discussion of the features that it extracts from each template. We then describe how it determines whether templates belong to the same cluster. Lastly, we present
QB5000’s clustering algorithm that supports incremental updates as the application’s workload evolves, and how the framework quickly determines whether to rebuild its clusters.

### 3.4.1 Clustering Features

There are three types of features that the framework can derive from templates: (1) **physical**, (2) **logical**, and (3) **arrival rate history**. Physical features are the amount of resources and other runtime metrics that the DBMS used when it executed the query, such as the number of tuples read/written or query latency. Previous clustering algorithms for database applications have used physical features for query plan selection [84], performance modeling [148], and workload compression [48]. The advantage is that they provide fine-grained and accurate information about an individual query. But they are dependent on the DBMS’s configuration and hardware, the database’s contents, and what other queries were running at the same time. If any of these change, then the previously collected features are useless and the framework has to rebuild its models. Such instability makes it difficult for the DBMS’s planning module to learn whether its decisions are helping or hurting the performance.

Another approach is to use the template’s logical features, such as the tables/columns it accesses and the properties of the query’s syntax tree. Unlike physical features, these logical features do not depend on the DBMS’s configuration nor the characteristics of the workload (e.g., which queries execute more often than others). The disadvantage, however, is that they may generate clusters without a discernible workload pattern because there is limited information from the logical feature and thus the forecasting models make poor predictions. The inefficiency of logical features has also been identified in previous work on predicting query runtime metrics [83].

QB5000 uses a better approach to cluster queries based on their arrival rate history (i.e., the sequence of their past arrival rates). For example, consider the cluster shown in Figure 3.3 from the BusTracker application that is derived from four templates with similar arrival rate patterns. The cluster center represents the average arrival rate of the templates within the cluster. Although the total volume per template varies at any given time, they all follow the same cyclic patterns. This is because these queries are invoked together as part of performing a higher level functionality in the application (e.g., a transaction). Since templates within the same cluster exhibit similar arrival rate patterns, the system can build a single forecasting model for each cluster that captures the behavior of their queries.

Calculating the similarity between a pair of arrival rate history features is straightforward. QB5000 first randomly samples timestamps before the current time point. Then for each series of arrival rate history, QB5000 takes the subset of values at those timestamps to form a vector. The similarity between the two features is defined as the cosine similarity of the two vectors. If the template is new, we compare its available timestamps with the corresponding subset in the vectors of other templates. Our current implementation uses 10k time points in the last month of a template’s arrival rate history as its feature vector. We found that this is enough to capture the pattern of every arrival rate history in our experiments.

Logical features and arrival rate history features express different characteristics of the queries. But as we show in Section 3.6.7, clustering on the arrival rate features produce better models for real-world applications because they capture how queries impact the system’s per-
**Figure 3.3: Arrival Rate History** – The past arrival rates for the largest cluster and the top four queries within that cluster from BusTracker.

**Figure 3.4: On-line Clustering** – Clusterer periodically performs three steps to change the templates’ cluster assignments incrementally. It first checks the similarities between the arrival rate history features of new templates with the centers of existing clusters. Then it removes the templates from their clusters if the arrival rate patterns of a template and its cluster center have deviated. Finally, it merges the clusters with high similarities between their centers together.

Performance. Though using the template’s arrival rates avoids rebuilding clusters whenever the DBMS changes, it is still susceptible to workload variations, such as when the system identifies a new template or the arrival rates of existing ones change.

### 3.4.2 On-line Clustering

QB5000 uses a modified version of **DBSCAN** [78] algorithm. It is a density-based clustering scheme: given a set of points in some space, it groups together points with many nearby neighbors (called *core objects*), and marks points that lie alone in low-density regions as outliers (i.e., points whose nearest neighbors are too far away). Unlike K-means, this algorithm is not affected by the number of small clusters or the cluster densities\(^1\).

The original DBSCAN algorithm evaluates whether an object belongs to a cluster by checking the minimum distance between the object and any core object of the cluster. But we want to assign templates to clusters based on how close they are to a cluster’s center and not just any random core object. This is because QB5000 uses the center of a cluster to represent the

---

\(^1\)We also evaluated K-means clustering, but it has a known problem when the workload has a large number of small clusters, or the clusters have different sizes or densities. These issues have also been observed for previous database workload modeling techniques [48].
templates that are members of that cluster, and builds forecasting models with the center. An on-line extension of the canonical DBSCAN algorithm also has high overhead when updating clusters [79].

Our on-line variant of DBSCAN uses a threshold, $\rho$ ($0 \leq \rho \leq 1$), to decide how similar the arrival rates of the templates must be for them to belong to the same cluster. The higher $\rho$ is, the more similar the arrival rates of the templates within a cluster are, so the modeling result will be more accurate. But the computational overhead will also be higher given the larger number of generated clusters. We conduct a sensitivity analysis on setting this value in Section 3.6.8. As shown in Figure 3.4, QB5000’s incremental clustering algorithm periodically performs the following three steps together:

**Step #1:** For each new template, QB5000 first checks whether the similarity score between its arrival rate history and the center of any cluster is greater than $\rho$. The template is assigned to the cluster with the highest similarity score that is greater than $\rho$. We use a *kd-tree* to allow QB5000 to quickly find the closest center of existing clusters to the template in a high-dimensional space [30]. Then QB5000 will update the center of that cluster, which is the arithmetic average of the arrival rate history of all templates in that cluster. If there is no existing cluster (this is the first query) or none of the clusters’ centers are close enough to the template, QB5000 will create a new cluster with that template as its only member.

**Step #2:** QB5000 checks the similarity of previous templates with the centers of the clusters they belong to. If a template’s similarity is no longer greater than $\rho$, QB5000 removes it from its current cluster and then repeat step (1) to find a new cluster placement. Sometimes moving a template from one cluster to another causes the centers of the two clusters to change, and recursively forces other templates from the two clusters to move. QB5000 defers modifying the clusters until the next update period. QB5000 removes a template if it has not received one of its queries for an extended period.

**Step #3:** QB5000 computes the similarity between the clusters’ centers and merges two clusters with a score greater than $\rho$.

In addition to periodically executing these three steps, QB5000 monitors the new templates in the workload. If the percentage of previously unseen templates is above a threshold, it then triggers these steps to adapt to the workload change. Setting this threshold properly is dependent on the performance attributes of the target DBMS. We defer investigating this problem as future work.

QB5000’s incremental algorithm adaptively adjusts the clusters for a dynamic workload without requiring a warm-up period or having prior knowledge of the workload. More importantly, it guarantees that the similarity between a template’s arrival rate history and the center of its cluster is smaller than $\rho$, which improves the accuracy of QB5000’s forecasting models. The complexity of these steps is bounded by $O(n \log n)$, where $n$ is the number of templates in the workload. Since Step #2 does not apply cluster changes recursively, this approach does not guarantee the convergence of the clusters at any specific time. Thus, QB5000 might not achieve...
3.4.3 Cluster Pruning

Even after using clustering techniques to reduce the total number of queries that QB5000 needs to model, real-world applications still tend to have lots of clusters because of the long-tailed distribution of the arrival rate patterns. There are only a few large clusters that exhibit the major workload patterns, but several small clusters with noisy patterns. Those small clusters usually contain queries that only appear a few times and increase the noise in the models with little to no benefit since they are not representative of the application’s main workload. QB5000 does not build models for them since their impact on the DBMS’s performance is limited. Our experiments in Section 3.6.1 show that the five largest clusters cover up to 95% of the query volume for our three sample workloads.

3.5 Forecaster

At this point in QB5000’s pipeline, the framework has converted raw SQL queries into templates and grouped them into clusters. QB5000 is also recording the number of queries executed per minute for each cluster. The final phase is to build forecasting models to predict the arrival rate patterns of the clusters’ queries. These models allow the DBMS’s planning module to estimate the number of queries that the application will execute in the future and select the proper optimizations to meet SLAs [6, 160]. In this section, we describe how QB5000 constructs and uses its forecasting models. We begin with an explanation of its underlying data structures and training methods. We then discuss how QB5000 supports different prediction horizons and intervals for the same cluster over multiple models.

3.5.1 Forecasting Models

There are many choices for forecasting models of the query arrival rates with different prediction properties. Table 3.3 shows a summary of the six models that we considered in the development of QB5000. The first property is whether the model is linear, which means that it

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>LR</th>
<th>ARMA</th>
<th>KR</th>
<th>RNN</th>
<th>FNN</th>
<th>PSRNN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Linear</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memory</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kernel</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.3: Forecasting Models – The properties of the forecasting models that we investigated for QB5000.

the optimal clustering given the similarity metric. We found, however, this does not affect the efficacy of its forecasting models in practice.

Table 3.2 shows the number of clusters determined by Clusterer and the reduction ratio from the total number of queries in the three workloads. Since QB5000 periodically updates its clustering results, we show the average number of clusters per day.

Table 3.2 shows the number of clusters determined by Clusterer and the reduction ratio from the total number of queries in the three workloads. Since QB5000 periodically updates its clustering results, we show the average number of clusters per day.
assumes that there is a linear relationship between the input and output data. Next, a model can retain memory that allows it to use both the input data and the information “remembered” from the past observations to predict the future. Lastly, a model can support kernel methods to provide another way to model non-linear relationships. In contrast to models that employ non-linear functions, kernel methods achieve non-linearity by using linear functions on the feature maps in the kernel space of the input.

Linear models are good at avoiding overfitting when the intrinsic relationship in the data is simple. They take less computation to build and require a smaller amount of training data. On the other hand, more powerful non-linear models are better at learning complex data patterns. They do, however, take longer to train and are prone to overfitting. Thus, they require more training data. As we will show in Section 3.6.2, linear models often perform better at making predictions in the near future (e.g., one hour) whereas the non-linear models are better at making predictions further out in time (e.g., over a day). But it is non-trivial to determine which type of model to use for different time horizons on different workloads. Likewise, there are also trade-offs between memory-based models. Retaining memory allows the model to exploit the dynamic temporal behavior in an arbitrary sequence of inputs, but this adds training complexity and makes the model less data-efficient.

A well-known solution that works well in other application domains is to use an ensemble method (ENSEMBLE) that combines multiple models together to make an average prediction. Ensemble methods are used in prediction tasks to combine several machine learning techniques into one predictive model in order to decrease variance or bias (e.g., boosting) [154]. Previous work has shown that ensemble methods work well on challenging datasets and they are often among the top winners of data science competitions [165, 250].

We now discuss the two types of forecasting models that QB5000 combines to make its ENSEMBLE model.

**Linear Regression (LR):** LR models are also known in the statistics and time series prediction literature as linear auto-regressive models. They are simple linear models that have closed-form solutions, which means that they do not require an additional optimization step to find a global optima. In QB5000, the framework regresses the future arrival rate of queries in a cluster based on the arrival rate of the query over a specified period of time in the past. LR has been used for DBMS operator modeling in prior work [23].

**Recurrent Neural Network (RNN):** Previous work has shown RNNs to be effective at predicting patterns for non-linear systems [225]. It is a class of network where its neurons have a cyclic connection. QB5000 uses a variant of the RNN called long short-term memory (LSTM) [98]. LSTMs contain special blocks that determine whether to retain older information and when to output it into the network. This allows the networks to automatically learn the periodicity and repeating trends of data points in a time-series beyond what is possible with regular RNNs [81]. This approach has been used to predict the host-load in data centers [195].

We apply an ensemble method by equally averaging the prediction results of the LR and RNN models. We also tried averaging the models with weights derived from the training history, but that led to overfitting and generated worse results.
Although the ensemble method achieves good average prediction accuracy, we found that it fails to predict the periodic spikes in the workload that are far apart from each occurrence. For example, the December 15th deadline shown in Figure 3.1b occurs each year on the same date, but both the LR and RNN models are unable to predict this annual pattern. This is a common workload pattern, and the ability to predict such spikes ahead of time is necessary for many database optimizations, such as resource provisioning. Thus, we now describe the third forecasting model that we employ in QB5000 that is able to correctly handle this scenario.

**Kernel Regression (KR):** This is a non-linear variant of LR models that uses the Nadaraya-Watson estimator to achieve its non-linearity without iterative training [33]. The prediction for a given input is a weighted average of training outputs where the weights decrease with distance between the given input and corresponding training inputs.

KR is a non-parametric method, which means that it assumes no particular functional form. It instead only assumes that the function is smooth. This provides it with the necessary flexibility to model different non-linear functions between the inputs and the outputs. Thus, it is able to predict when a spike will repeat in the future even if the spike has only occurred a few times in the past. KR, however, does not extrapolate well with data it has not seen before. As we show in Section 3.6.2, it performs worse than ENSEMBLE in terms of the average prediction accuracy. But it is the only investigated model that is able to handle the yearly spike in Admissions.

Given this, QB5000 uses a hybrid forecast model (HYBRID) that we developed to automatically determine when to use predictions from ENSEMBLE versus ones generated from KR. Since KR is good at predicting spikes with a small number observations, if its predicted workload volume is above that of ENSEMBLE by more than a specified threshold, \( \gamma \) (\( \gamma \geq 0 \)), then QB5000 uses the result from KR as its prediction. Otherwise, it uses the result generated from the ENSEMBLE model. In QB5000, we set \( \gamma \) to 150% as this provided the most accurate forecasts for all of the application workloads that we tested. We provide a sensitivity analysis of \( \gamma \) in Section 3.6.10.

### 3.5.2 Prediction Horizons & Intervals

The scope of a forecasting model is defined in terms of its horizon and interval. How far into the future a model can predict is known as its **prediction horizon**. In general, the longer the horizon is, the less accurate its predictions are expected to be. This is important for self-driving DBMSs since it improves their ability to prepare for immediate workload and resource demand changes. The time granularity at which the model can predict is called its **prediction interval**. For example, a model can predict the number of queries that will execute in one-minute or one-hour intervals. Like the horizon, using a shorter interval often improves the accuracy of its models, but increases the storage and computational overhead.

QB5000 sets the interval at which it records the query arrival rates to be one minute, which is the finest level of prediction that QB5000 is able to provide to the DBMS. When a self-driving DBMS’ planning module evaluates potential optimizations, it can decide how to aggregate the per-minute history into longer intervals to train the forecasting models. We evaluate QB5000’s performance when aggregating over different time intervals in Section 3.6.4. To predict the spikes, QB5000 trains the KR model used by HYBRID using the entire history of an application
A self-driving DBMS’ planning module also decides how far ahead of time its models need to make predictions. QB5000 builds a forecasting model for each required prediction horizon.

### 3.6 Experimental Analysis

We now present an evaluation of QB5000’s ability to model a database application’s workload and predict what it will look like in the future. We implemented QB5000’s algorithms using scikit-learn, Tensorflow, and PyTorch. We use the three real-world workload traces described in Section 3.1.1. We performed our experiments on a single server with an Intel Xeon E5-2420v2 CPU and 32 GB RAM. Unless otherwise noted, we use a GeForce GTX 1080 GPU with 8 GB RAM for training QB5000’s forecasting models.

We first analyze the effectiveness of the Clusterer’s compression techniques. We then evaluate the accuracy of the Forecaster’s models. We also examine the computation time and storage footprint for QB5000’s components. Next, we demonstrate the benefits of QB5000 for self-driving DBMSs for an example application. Lastly, we provide the results of a few sensitivity analysis of QB5000’s abilities.

#### 3.6.1 Number of Clusters

The goal of this first experiment is to show that QB5000 can model the majority of a database workload using a small number of the highest-volume clusters. Although modeling more clusters may allow QB5000 to capture more information about the workload, it also increases the computational overhead, data requirements, and memory footprint. We use the method described in Section 3.4 to perform on-line query clustering for all the three workloads. We set QB5000’s threshold as $\rho=0.8$ and the frequency at which it performs incremental clustering algorithm to be once per day. We provide a sensitivity analysis for selecting $\rho$ in Section 3.6.8.

We first calculate the average ratio between the volume of the largest clusters and the total workload volume for each day throughout the entire workload execution. It is calculated by dividing the volume of a given cluster by the total volume of all the clusters for that day. The results in Figure 3.5 show that the highest-volume clusters cover the majority of the queries in the workload. For example, in BusTracker most of the queries come from people checking bus schedules during the morning and evening rush hours. In particular, the five largest clusters...
Figure 3.6: Cluster Change – The number of clusters that changed among the five largest clusters between two consecutive days.

comprise over 95% of the queries for all three workloads. This shows that even though a real-world application may consist of several arrival rate patterns among sub-groups of queries, we can still obtain a good estimation of the workload by modeling only a few of its major patterns. Recall that QB5000 tracks the ratio between the volume of the templates within a cluster.

We then calculate how frequently the five highest-volume clusters change from one day to the next. Figure 3.6 shows the number of days where zero or more changes occurred in the five largest clusters of the three workloads. For Admissions and BusTracker, there is at most one change in the five largest clusters for over 90% of the days. This shows that QB5000’s on-line clustering method is not only efficient regarding the characterization of the workload, but is also stable under the usual fluctuations in the workload. The MOOC workload has more cluster changes than the other two because new queries appear as instructors create and launch new classes. This shows that QB5000’s incremental clustering algorithm can capture shifts in the application’s workload as it changes over time.

3.6.2 Prediction Accuracy Evaluation

We now evaluate the prediction accuracy of QB5000’s forecasting models for different prediction horizons. Recall from Section 3.5.2 that the prediction horizon defines how far into the future a model predicts. In this experiment, QB5000 models the highest-volume clusters that cover more than 95% of the total queries in the workload. Our previous results in Figure 3.5 show that we can achieve this by modeling the three largest clusters for Admissions and BusTracker, and the five largest clusters for MOOC. QB5000 trains a single forecasting model that jointly predicts the query arrival rates for all of the clusters on each prediction horizon. This allows for sharing information across clusters, which improves the prediction accuracy. It uses up to three weeks of the latest query arrival rate data for the training. We use the log of the mean squared error (MSE) as the metric for measuring the accuracy of QB5000’s forecasting models. The smaller the MSE, the better the prediction accuracy. We use one-hour prediction horizon in this experiment.

For a self-driving DBMS, a desirable property of its forecasting models is that they are not overly sensitive to their hyperparameters. This is because fine-tuning a model’s hyperparameters is by itself a hard optimization task. To evaluate this, we fix the hyperparameters for all models to be the same across the different prediction horizons and workloads. We obtained these settings using cross-validation. Except for the KR used by HYBRID, we use the last day’s
arrival rate as the input for the LR and KR models. For RNN, we use a linear embedding layer of size 25 followed by two LSTM layers each with 20 cells. We take the log of the input before training the models, and convert them back by taking the exponentials of the output.

We compare the accuracy of QB5000’s forecasting models discussed in Section 3.5.1 against other models used for forecasting arrival rate patterns. They are used in existing approaches for modeling system workloads and resource usages, as introduced below.

**Autoregressive Moving Average (ARMA):** ARMA is a generalization of LR models that consists of an autoregressive part and a moving average part acting on residuals. When making predictions, ARMA makes use of all previous observations, either directly or through its residuals. This approach was used for predicting workloads in cloud service environments [27, 176].

**Feed-forward Neural Network (FNN):** This is a non-linear version of the LR models in which the linear function that approximates the output is replaced by a feed-forward neural network that separates a sequence of linear transformations to the input vector by non-linear activations [207]. FNNs differ from RNNs in that their neurons do not form a cycle that feeds information from all previous observations back into the model. This approach was used to
predict the resource usage for transactions in an OLTP DBMS \([105]\).

**Predictive State Recurrent Neural Network (PSRNN):** This is a newer RNN variant that outperforms LSTMs in a variety of prediction tasks \([70]\). The key advantage of RNNs is that they have an initialization algorithm based on a method of moments that aims to start the optimization process in a better position towards the global optima, as opposed to typical RNN/LSTM initializations.

Figure 3.7 shows the average prediction accuracy of the forecasting models over horizons ranging from one hour to one week for the three workloads. These results exhibit similar trends for how the horizon impacts the prediction accuracy of the models. First, we observe that for shorter horizons, the LR models perform as well as or better than the more complex RNN models. This is because when the horizon is short, the relationship between the arrival rate observed in the recent past and the arrival rate in the near future is more linear than for longer horizons. Thus, a simple model like LR is sufficient for making predictions. In contrast, complex models often overfit the noise in the training data and generate less accurate results when the horizon is short. But as the horizon increases, the relationship between the past and the future also grows in complexity. In this case, more powerful models like RNNs that are adept at learning complex relationships achieve better accuracy. This is consistent with our results; RNN outperforms LR when the horizon is greater than or equal to one day. This effect is also observed in sequence prediction in other domains \([34]\).

These results also show that the accuracy of ARMA is not stable across the different horizons. For all of the trials in Figure 3.7, it achieves the best performance for only 10% of them, but it has the worst performance 38% of the time. This is because the model is sensitive to its hyperparameters. The optimal hyperparameter settings for ARMA are highly dependent on the statistical properties of the data, such as stationarity and the autocorrelation structure.

The FNN models generally have worse prediction accuracy compared to the RNN models. FNN achieves the best and the worst accuracy in both 5% of the trials. The FNN models cannot remember the state of the workload like RNNs. They also lack the simplicity of LR that protects against overfitting.

KR has the best performance in 19% of the experiments, but the worst in 24% of the experiments. This model is able to model non-linear functions, but it is prone to error when it has not seen inputs in training that are close to the input to make the prediction with.

PSRNN also performs worse than RNN. It is supposed to have a better initialization than RNN, but this does not always guarantee a better performance because (1) it uses approximation algorithms to find the initialization and (2) its benefit from smarter initialization is restricted when the size of the training data is limited \([70]\). Since RNN takes less training time than PSRNN and is more available in ML frameworks, we did not use PSRNN in ENSEMBLE.

As shown in Figure 3.7, ENSEMBLE provides the best overall prediction accuracy. It performs better than all the stand-alone models in 61% of the experiments and never has the worst performance. Ensemble methods often have lower variance than their underlying models and produce better results when their models have complementing characteristics \([124]\). LR and RNN have distinct properties: LR only uses a limited number of observations from the past when making linear predictions, whereas RNN is non-linear and maintains state to memorize
Figure 3.8: Prediction Results – Actual vs. predicted query arrival rates for the highest-volume cluster in the BusTracker workload with prediction horizons of one hour and one week.

the information from all previous observations. Since LR has comparable performance to ENSEMBLE for horizons shorter than a day, using LR on these short horizons may also be desirable for a DBMS that is short of computational resource.

Even though ENSEMBLE achieves the best accuracy of all the models, recall from Section 3.5.1 that it cannot predict the spikes that repeat infrequently in the workload. HYBRID solves this issue by correcting the result of ENSEMBLE with the help of the prediction from KR. Figure 3.7 shows that HYBRID has little impact on the average prediction accuracy compared to ENSEMBLE.

We now demonstrate how QB5000 uses its HYBRID models to predict queries’ arrival rates for each cluster. We compare the predicted arrival rates of the queries belonging to the highest-volume cluster in the BusTracker application with their actual arrival rates for one-hour and one-week horizons. Figure 3.8 shows that the one-hour horizon prediction is more accurate than the one-week horizon. This is consistent with Figure 3.7 where the prediction accuracy decreases for longer horizons. The results also show that QB5000’s models provide good predictions for both horizons since the predicted patterns of the arrival rates closely mimic the actual patterns.

3.6.3 Spike Prediction Evaluation

Next, we evaluate QB5000’s ability to forecast the growth and spike workload pattern. As mentioned in Section 3.5.2, QB5000 uses the full workload history aggregated into one-hour intervals to predict spikes. It tries to identify workload spikes one week before they will occur. The other settings are the same as in Section 3.6.2. We again evaluated all of the models and present the forecasting results from Nov 15 to Dec 31 (2017), which include two spikes from the admission deadlines on Dec 1 and Dec 15. The Admissions trace contains the similar spikes from the previous year (2016).
The results in Figure 3.9 show that ENSEMBLE and its two base models are unable to predict the spikes in the workload. Although they are not shown here, the other models also perform poorly in this scenario. The linear models’ failure is likely due to the scarcity of the spike data and the limited capacity of the models. In contrast, models with higher capacity, like RNNs, may get caught in local optima and thus are also not able to produce good results. KR is the only model that successfully predicts the spikes. This is because its prediction is based on the distance between the test points and training data, where the influence of each training data point decreases exponentially with its distance from the test point. We further demonstrate why KR can separate data points with high query volumes from the other data points in Section 3.6.9.

3.6.4 Prediction Interval Evaluation

We next evaluate the prediction accuracy and the training time of our ENSEMBLE forecasting models with varying prediction intervals. Since KR from HYBRID always uses one-hour intervals, it is unnecessary to evaluate it for other intervals. To provide a fair comparison, we compute the total prediction for each hour in the horizon by summing the predictions across the intervals within that hour. We then use these per-hour predictions to compute the MSE. For two-hour intervals, we calculate the prediction for each hour by dividing the interval that contains that hour into two.

The results in Figure 3.10a show that the accuracy of the models increases as the intervals become shorter. This is because shorter intervals provide more training samples and better information for learning the patterns in the data. Shorter intervals are especially beneficial for longer horizons since the relationship between the future and the past arrival rate is more complex. But shorter intervals increase the noise in the data and require more intervals to include the same extent of time. Thus, models trained on shorter intervals are larger (e.g.,
Figure 3.10: Prediction Interval Evaluation – The average prediction accuracy and training time with different intervals for BusTracker.

higher input dimension) and more complex.

Figure 3.10b shows the training time for each model at different intervals. It takes less time to train the models on longer intervals, which is expected since these models are smaller and less complex. Increasing the interval from 10 to 120 minutes reduces the training time by roughly $2.5 \times$ across all horizons, but decreasing the horizon provides only a minor training time reduction across all intervals.

One must consider these trade-offs when setting the interval, along with the planning capabilities of the target self-driving DBMS. We found that a one-hour interval works well for our operating environment in Section 3.6.6. As such, we use this interval for the remainder of the evaluation. Automatically determining the interval is beyond the scope of this thesis and we leave it as future work.

### 3.6.5 Computation & Storage Overhead

To better understand the computational and storage overhead of QB5000, we instrumented its code to record the amount of time and space it spends in its four components:

- **Pre-Processor**: The time to templatize a query and update its arrival rate history, and the amount of history data generated daily.

- **Clusterer**: The time to update the clustering results once per day according to the latest history, and the size of the result data.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Pre-Processor</th>
<th>Clusterer</th>
<th>LR</th>
<th>RNN</th>
<th>KR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Admissions</td>
<td>0.043ms/query</td>
<td>15s/day</td>
<td>GPU:0.3s</td>
<td>GPU:9s</td>
<td>GPU:0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>CPU:0.3s</td>
<td>CPU:58s</td>
<td>CPU:0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BusTracker</td>
<td>0.05ms/query</td>
<td>3s/day</td>
<td>GPU:0.12s</td>
<td>GPU:33s</td>
<td>GPU:0.02s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>CPU:0.13s</td>
<td>CPU:221s</td>
<td>CPU:0.02s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOOC</td>
<td>0.048ms/query</td>
<td>12s/day</td>
<td>GPU:0.54s</td>
<td>GPU:5s</td>
<td>GPU:0.04s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>CPU:0.51s</td>
<td>CPU:18s</td>
<td>CPU:0.04s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Admissions</td>
<td>1.6MB/day</td>
<td>6.7KB</td>
<td>100B</td>
<td>28KB</td>
<td>11MB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BusTracker</td>
<td>0.25MB/day</td>
<td>2.2KB</td>
<td>100B</td>
<td>28KB</td>
<td>1.9MB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOOC</td>
<td>1.4MB/day</td>
<td>0.8KB</td>
<td>100B</td>
<td>28KB</td>
<td>0.4MB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.4: Computation & Storage Overhead – The measurements for QB5000’s different components.

**LR Model**: The time to train one LR model, and the size of the learned weights.

**KR Model**: The time to predict one test point with the KR model, and the size of the historical data maintained for the model.

**RNN Model**: The time to train one RNN model, and the size of the serialized model object from PyTorch, which contains both the model parameters and network structure.

For LR, RNN, and KR, we use a one-hour interval and measure the model’s time and space requirements over seven horizons. We report the average overhead of these horizons.

Table 3.4 shows that all of QB5000’s components have reasonable storage overhead. The results also show that training the RNN models is the most computationally expensive task. We stop training the RNN models when the validation accuracy stops improving. This means that the number of iterations performed and the training time differ per workload. Using a GPU improves the training time of RNN models by 3.6–7×. The overhead of training LR models is low compared to RNN models, and that the CPU/GPU performances are similar for the LR models since they are so simple. KR requires no training time and little testing time. But its testing time and training-data size increases linearly with the length of the workload history. QB5000 reduces this overhead by always aggregating the training for KR to one-hour intervals (see Section 3.5.2).

### 3.6.6 Automatic Index Selection

We now demonstrate how self-driving DBMSs can use QB5000’s workload forecasts to make proactive optimizations that improve the system’s performance. We integrate QB5000 with MySQL [2] and PostgreSQL [8] to process, cluster, and predict SQL workloads to automatically builds indexes for the predicted workload. We select a representative workload for PostgreSQL (BusTracker) and for MySQL (Admissions) for the evaluation. We use a 10 GB database for the
Admissions and a 5 GB database for the BusTracker. We set each DBMS’s buffer pool size to be 1/5 of the database size.

We use an index selection technique based on the one introduced by AutoAdmin to generate the set of indexes to build [46]. AutoAdmin first selects the best index for each query in a sample workload to form a candidate set of indexes. It then uses a heuristic search algorithm to find the best-bounded subset of indexes within the candidates. Instead of using a sample workload to generate the candidate indexes, we use the predicted workload of the three largest clusters generated by Clusterer. We note that the purpose of this evaluation is to demonstrate QB5000’s ability to dynamically model and predict workloads, and not the efficacy of the index selection algorithm. We compare the performance of the automatic index selection (AUTO) against a static index selection method, which uses the same index selection algorithm but applies it to a fixed workload sample over the entire query history that is prepared manually before the start of the experiment (STATIC).

In both of the workloads, we initialize the DBMSs with the primary key and foreign key indexes defined in the applications’ original schemas but remove all secondary indexes. We choose a random date to start the index selection process and train QB5000’s forecasting models from the previous three weeks history. The system builds a new index at hourly intervals based on QB5000’s real-time workload predictions for one-hour and twelve-hour prediction horizons. We weight the predictions from the one-hour horizon higher since models for shorter horizons are more accurate. We run the index selection technique for a 16 hour period. To control the total experiment time, we replay the workload 600× faster than the actual workload execution speed. That is, one second in our experiment represents 10 minutes of workload execution in the traces. During the experiment AUTO builds 20 indexes in total, and thus we set STATIC to

Figure 3.11: Index Selection (MySQL) – Performance measurements for the Admissions workload using different index selection techniques.
Figures 3.11 and 3.12 show the performance of MySQL and PostgreSQL using the AUTO and STATIC index selection techniques. The vertical green dotted lines indicate when the DBMS builds a new index. The results in Figure 3.11 show that the throughput and latency of MySQL executing the Admissions workload improve by $5 \times$ and 78% over the 16 hour period, respectively. AUTO initially performs worse than STATIC since it has not yet created any secondary indexes, but achieves 28% better throughput and 23% better latency by the end of the experiment. This is because AUTO selects four indexes that were not chosen by STATIC since it is able to leverage QB5000’s forecasts. Figure 3.12 shows that PostgreSQL achieves $180 \times$ better throughput and 99% better latency for the BusTracker workload over this period. AUTO selects only one different index than STATIC, and thus their final performances are similar.

Automatic index selection is just one example of how QB5000’s workload forecasting could be applied in a self-driving DBMS. There are other application scenarios that would serve as more powerful examples, such as resource provisioning. Such scenarios require a planning module for a self-driving DBMS, which requires a forecasting framework like what we present in this chapter.

### 3.6.7 Logical vs. Arrival Rate History Feature

In this final experiment, we compare the effectiveness of the arrival rate history feature that QB5000’s Clusterer uses against the logical feature (AUTO-LOGICAL). We repeat the same experiments from Section 3.6.6, except that we group templates based on the similarity of the logical structures of SQL strings. More specifically, the logical feature vector of a templates consist of the query type (e.g., INSERT, SELECT, UPDATE, or DELETE), tables that it accesses, the columns that it references, number of clauses (e.g., JOIN, HAVING, or GROUP BY), and number of
aggregations (e.g., SUM, or AVG). We use the L2 distance to measure the similarity between two templates. We adjust the threshold \( \rho \) so that the volumes of the largest clusters are similar to those generated with the arrival rate history features.

The results in Figures 3.11 and 3.12 show that the DBMSs’ throughput is \( \sim 20\% \) slower for AUTO-LOGICAL than for AUTO for both workloads. Figure 3.11 shows that the latencies are similar for AUTO-LOGICAL and AUTO for MySQL running the Admissions workload. But the results in Figure 3.12 show BusTracker in PostgreSQL has 38% higher latency with AUTO-LOGICAL. There are two reasons why logical features lead to worse index selection. The first is that the SQL queries are insufficient for determining whether two templates will have similar impacts on the system. The second reason is that templates within the same logical feature cluster may have multiple arrival rate patterns (including anomalies like one-time queries); this makes it more difficult for the Forecaster to identify these patterns and predict the trends according to the cluster centers.

### 3.6.8 Sensitivity Analysis of \( \rho \)

We now analyze QB5000’s cluster coverage ratio and prediction accuracy for different \( \rho \) values. As discussed in Section 3.4.2, \( \rho \) is the sensitivity threshold used by the on-line clustering component to determine whether a template should belong to a cluster. In these experiments, we perform on-line clustering and arrival rate forecasting for values of \( \rho \) ranging from 0.5 to 0.9 for each of the three workloads. Setting \( \rho = 1.0 \) results in every template having its own cluster, whereas setting it to 0.0 would group all the templates into a single cluster. We set both the
prediction interval and the horizon to be one hour for the forecasting. We then measure the cluster coverage ratio and the prediction accuracy for the three highest-volume clusters.

Figure 3.13 shows the average volume ratio between the three largest clusters and the total workload volume for increasing values of $\rho$. The higher the $\rho$ is, the more similar the templates within the same cluster are. But the number of templates contained in each cluster is also smaller, which means that the three largest clusters cover less of the workload when $\rho$ is high. The results show that the coverage of the largest clusters is stable when $\rho$ increases from 0.5 to 0.8 for all three workloads, but it drops when $\rho$ reaches 0.9.

Figure 3.14 shows the sensitivity of the prediction accuracy to different values of $\rho$ for the three largest clusters. The results show that the prediction accuracy improves as $\rho$ increases for all three workloads. Since the similarity of the templates within the same cluster increases with $\rho$, the prediction results also improve since the centers of the clusters provide a more accurate representation of the arrival rate patterns captured by each cluster.

Given this analysis, we set $\rho=0.8$ in our evaluation since we find that it provides the best balance between the prediction accuracy and the coverage ratio for all three of the workloads.

![Input Space Time-Progress](image)

**Figure 3.15: Input Space Time-Progress** – The 3D-projected input space for the Admissions workload with spikes. The trajectory color follows dates.

### 3.6.9 Input Space for Spike Prediction

We now demonstrate why KR is able to better predict spikes in a workload compared to the other forecasting models we considered. Recall from Section 3.5.1 that the prediction of KR for a given input is a weighted average of all of the training inputs, where the weights decrease with the distance between the given input and the corresponding training inputs in the kernel space. QB5000 uses the arrival rate history from the previous three weeks (aggregated into one-hour intervals) as the input for KR.
Figure 3.15 shows the inputs for KR at each hour-interval in the Admissions workload trace. The input is projected into 3D space using a common dimensionality reduction technique, PCA [162]. Inputs on nearby dates have similar colors in the trajectory. From this figure, we see the points that correspond to the spike activity are clearly separated from the “normal” activity points. The trajectories from December 1st to December 31st in both 2016 and 2017 travel a much longer distance in the 3D space than in other months. The results also show that inputs that correspond to the same spikes in each of the two years have closer positions in the space. This demonstrates how kernel methods can easily recognize points with high query volumes and predict the future spikes based on the ones observed in the previous year. KR enables QB5000 to predict which dates spikes might occur on throughout the year without explicit domain knowledge.

Figure 3.16: Prediction Results – Actual vs. predicted query arrival rates for the combined clusters in the Admissions workload with HYBRID (ENSEMBLE model corrected by KR).
3.6.10 Sensitivity Analysis of $\gamma$

We next analyze the impact of the threshold $\gamma$ on the prediction performance of QB5000’s HYBRID models for workloads with growth and spike patterns. We use the same experimental settings as in Section 3.6.3.

Figure 3.16 shows the combined query arrival rate predictions from all clusters when the threshold $\gamma$ is set to be 100%, 150%, and 200%. The model is able to predict the major spike patterns for all three settings of $\gamma$. When $\gamma$ is lower, HYBRID uses the result from KR more often than ENSEMBLE, thus improving its ability to predict spikes. However, lower values of $\gamma$ have increasingly negative impacts on the MSE of the predictions when no spike patterns are present in the workload. In our experiments, we found out that HYBRID has a negligible effect on the MSE of ENSEMBLE when $\gamma > 100\%$. Given this analysis, we set $\gamma$ to 150% in QB5000.

3.6.11 Predicting Noisy Workloads

In Section 3.1.2, we presented three workload patterns that are prevalent in today’s applications. But some workloads may not exhibit strong temporal patterns, and thus their arrival rates from the recent past may differ substantially from the present. This section extends our evaluation of QB5000 by demonstrating its ability to predict the arrival rates of a noisy workload without any temporal patterns to exploit. We use the HYBRID forecast models in this experiment. Such a workload represents a worst-case scenario for QB5000 since the arrival rates are unpredictable.

We constructed a synthetic workload trace that consists of benchmarks from the OLTP-Bench testbed that differ in complexity and system demands [63, 64]. We execute the following eight benchmarks consecutively with varying average arrival rates: Wikipedia, TATP, YCSB, Smallbank, TPCC, Twitter, Epinions, and Voter. Each benchmark is executed for 10 hours. We add white noise to the arrival rate that has a variance set to be 50% of its mean. We also inject random anomalies (i.e., spikes) into the arrival rate of the queries. As we described in Section 3.4.2, QB5000 monitors the ratio of previously unseen templates in the workload, and re-clusters the templates once it detects that the workload has switched from one to another. We set the prediction horizon to be one hour and the prediction interval to be one minute. Since each workload is executed for only 10 hours, QB5000 does not have enough training data to
predict long horizons.

The results in Figure 3.17 show the combined predicted arrival rates of all clusters. Each time tick represents when the benchmark shifts from one to another. The results show that QB5000 is able to automatically identify these shifts in the workload and adapt to the new queries. This demonstrates that even when the workload is noisy and the arrival rate is unpredictable, QB5000 is still able to predict the average query volume most of the time.
Chapter 4

Behavior Modeling

An essential component that enables a self-driving DBMS to optimize for the forecasted workload is behavior models. These models estimate and explain how the system’s performance changes due to a potential action (e.g., changing knobs, creating an index). This is similar to how self-driving vehicles use physical models to guide their autonomous planning [156]. But existing DBMSs do not contain the embedded low-level models for self-driving operations, nor do they support generating the training data needed to build such models.

Techniques for constructing database behavior models fall under two categories: (1) “white-box” analytical methods and (2) ML methods. Analytical models use a human-devised formula to describe a DBMS component’s behavior, such as the buffer pool or lock manager [148, 151, 239]. These models are customized per DBMS and version. They are difficult to migrate to a new DBMS and require redesign under system updates or reconfiguration. Recent works on using ML methods to construct models have shown that they are more adaptable and scalable than white-box approaches, but they have several limitations. These works mostly target isolated query execution [23, 74, 83, 133, 141]. The models that support concurrent queries focus on real-time settings where the interleaving of queries is known [73, 230, 249], but a self-driving DBMS needs to plan for future workloads without such accurate information [137]. Many ML-based models also rely on dataset or workload-dependent information [73, 141, 203]; thus, a DBMS cannot deploy these models in new environments without expensive retraining.

Given this, we present a framework, called ModelBot2 (MB2), that generates behavior models that estimate the performance of a self-driving DBMS’s components and their interference during concurrent execution. This enables the DBMS’s planning components to reason about the expected benefit and the impact of actions. For example, suppose the self-driving DBMS plans to create a new index. In that case, MB2’s models can answer how long the index creation is, how the index creation impacts the system performance, and how the new index accelerates the workload’s queries.

The main idea of MB2 is to decompose a DBMS’s internal architecture into small, independent operating units (OUs) (e.g., building a hash table, flushing log records). MB2 then uses ML methods to train an OU-model for each OU that predicts its runtime and resource consumption for the current DBMS state. Compared to a single monolithic model for the entire DBMS, these OU-models have smaller input dimensions, require less training time, and provide performance insight to each DBMS component [85]. During inference, MB2 combines
OU-models to predict the DBMS’s performance for the future workload (which we assume is provided by workload forecasting techniques [137]) and the system state. To support multicore environments with concurrent threads, MB2 also estimates the interference between OUs by defining the OU-models’ outputs as a set of measurable performance metrics that summarizes each OU’s behavior. MB2 then builds interference models for concurrent OUs based on these metrics. MB2 also provides a principled method for data generation and training for self-driving DBMSs: developers create offline runners that exercise the system’s OUs under various conditions, and MB2 uses the runner-produced data to train a set of workload and dataset independent OU-models.

To evaluate our approach, we implement our framework into the NoisePage DBMS [38] and measure its ability to model its runtime components and predict its behavior using workload forecasts. We also compare against a state-of-the-art external modeling approach based on deep learning [141]. Our results show that our models support OLTP and OLAP workloads with a minimal loss of accuracy.

4.1 Background

Behavior models are the foundation for building a self-driving DBMS since high-fidelity models form the basis of robust planning and control. We now provide an overview of the salient aspects of modeling for self-driving DBMSs. We then discuss the limitations and unsolved challenges with existing approaches.

4.1.1 Behavior Modeling

Given an action, a self-driving DBMS’s behavior models estimate (1) how long the action takes, (2) how much resource the action consumes, (3) how applying the action impacts the system performance, and (4) how the action impacts the system once it is deployed. Such models can also provide explanations about the self-driving DBMS’s decisions and debug potential issues.

Analytical models use a human-devised formula to describe a DBMS component’s behavior, such as the buffer pool or the lock manager [148, 151, 239]. The unknown variables in the formula generally come from a workload specification. The models (formulas) are disparate for different DBMSs, components, and algorithms. For example, these works have devised drastically different I/O formulas for MySQL and SQL Server [148, 151]. Thus, it is challenging and onerous to revise these models for new DBMSs or DBMS updates.

Recent works show promising results using ML to model query execution in analytical workloads [74, 133, 141]. These ML-based models use query plan information (e.g., cardinality estimates) as input features to estimate system performance metrics (e.g., query latency). Although ML-based models’ are potentially easier to transfer to new environments, they still require feature adjustments, data remaking, and retraining. Existing models also do not support transactional workloads, nor do they consider the effects of the DBMS’s maintenance operations (e.g., garbage collection).

Some methods also support concurrent queries when the arrival time of each query is known. They derive the concrete interleaving of queries as the input for their analytical or
Figure 4.1: Index Build Example – TPC-C query latency running on NoisePage. The DBMS begins index building after 60s using 4 or 8 threads.

ML models [73, 230, 249]. This is insufficient for a self-driving DBMS because it must account for unknown future workloads when planning expensive actions.

To illustrate the difficulties inherent in self-driving DBMS modeling, consider the scenario of when a DBMS must decide whether to build an index. For this example, we use the TPC-C benchmark running on NoisePage; we provide our experimental details in Section 4.7. The results in Figure 4.1 show the query latency for the TPC-C workload when we remove a secondary index on the CUSTOMER table. After 60s, the DBMS begins adding that index back to improve the latency. However, before it can start, the DBMS’s planning component uses behavior models to identify what benefit (if any) adding that index would provide. The planning component also must select how many threads to use to build the index; using more threads will decrease the build time but degrade the system’s performance. For example, Figure 4.1 shows that building with four threads only degrades performance by 25%, but it takes 80s to finish, whereas using eight threads degrades performance by 32% but completes in 40s. A DBMS needs this information to determine which action deployment to choose based on the environment and constraints.

4.1.2 Challenges

Despite the advantages of using ML to build models, there are several challenges in using them in a self-driving DBMS.

High Dimensionality: One approach for behavior modeling is to build a monolithic model that captures all aspects of the DBMS, including its workload, configuration, and actions. Although this is conceptually clean, it incurs the “curse of dimensionality” problem where an ML model’s predictive power decreases as the number of dimensions or features increases [210]. Even if the model only targets query execution, a modern DBMS will still have hundreds of plan operator features [23, 141]. Naively concatenating these features into the model will lead to sparse input and weak predictive efficacy. Partially because of this, modeling techniques target individual operators instead of the entire query plan [133, 141]. A self-driving DBMS must also consider its runtime state (e.g., database contents, knob configurations), interactions with other components (e.g., garbage collection), and other autonomous actions (e.g., building
indexes), which further increases dimensionality.

**Concurrent Operations:** Since queries and DBMS components that run simultaneously will interfere with each other, a self-driving DBMS needs to model such interference in dynamic environments. A simple approach is to duplicate the input features by the maximum degree of concurrency (e.g., number of threads). This multiplicatively increases feature dimensionality and exponentially increases the possible input features for the models. For example, a workload with 10 different queries running on a 20 core machine has $11^{20}$ possible input feature combinations. Queries may also incur interference that is not easily identifiable solely on plan features, such as the resource contention between concurrent queries.

**Training, Generalizability, and Explainability:** Collecting sufficient training data to build ML models for DBMSs is non-trivial when there are many features with large domains. Part of this difficulty is because some DBMS operations take a long time to complete. Thus, collecting this data is expensive, which is a key problem for many ML methods [169]. For example, building indexes can take hours [58], limiting the amount of training data that a DBMS can collect. Most of the previous work on using ML to predict query execution times rely on synthetic benchmarks for training [133, 138, 141, 216]. Although their models perform well for the same workload used for training, they have high prediction errors on different workloads. The behavior models should also be explainable and debuggable to facilitate their practical application [122].

### 4.2 Overview

MB2 is an embedded behavior modeling framework for self-driving DBMSs. There are two key design considerations: (1) since collecting training data, building models, and diagnosing problems are expensive and time-consuming, MB2 generates models offline in a dataset and workload independent manner. The DBMS then uses the same set of models to estimate the runtime actions’ impact on any workload or dataset. (2) MB2’s models are debuggable, explainable, and adaptable. These qualities reduce development complexity and provide a view of why the DBMS chooses specific actions.

Figure 4.2 provides an overview of MB2’s modeling architecture. The main idea is to decompose the DBMS into independent operating units (OUs). An OU represents a step that the DBMS performs to complete a specific task. These tasks include query execution steps (e.g., building join hash tables (JHTs)) and internal maintenance steps (e.g., garbage collection). DBMS developers are responsible for creating OUs and deciding their boundaries based on the system’s implementation. We decompose NoisePage naturally following the system’s source code organization. For example, NoisePage defines an OU for the function that builds a hash table.

MB2 pairs each OU with an OU-runner that exercises the OU’s corresponding DBMS component by sweeping the component’s input parameter space. MB2 then provides a lightweight data collection layer to transform these OU-runners’ inputs to OU features and track the OU’s behavior metrics (e.g., runtime, CPU utilization). For each OU, MB2 automatically searches, trains, and validates an OU-model using the data collected from the related OU-runner.
To orchestrate data collection across all OUs and to simulate concurrent environments, MB2 uses concurrent runners to execute end-to-end workloads (e.g., benchmarks, query traces) with multiple threads. MB2 uses its training data collectors to build interference models that estimate the impact of resource competition, cache locality, and internal contention among concurrent OUs.

With OU-models trained for the entire system, a self-driving DBMS can use them as a simulator to approximate its runtime behavior. Figure 4.3 shows how a DBMS uses MB2’s models for inference. The inputs for MB2 are the forecasted workload and a potential action. Employing the same translator infrastructure for training data collection, MB2 first extracts the OUs from the inputs and generates their model features. It then uses OU-models to predict the behavior of each OU, and uses the interference models to adjust the OU-model’s prediction to account for the impact of concurrent OUs. Finally, MB2 sums OU’s prediction to derive information that guides the DBMS’s planning system, such as how long the action takes and its impacts on the forecasted workload’s performance.

Returning to our example from Section 4.1.1, before a self-driving DBMS chooses the action to build the index, it can use MB2’s models to estimate the time and consumed resources (e.g., CPU, memory) for the action’s OUs. MB2 also estimates the effect of building the index on the regular workload by converting its queries into OUs and predicting their performance. The DBMS’s planning system then decides whether to build this index and provides explanations for its decision based on these detailed predictions.
Assumptions and Limitations: We now clarify MB2’s capabilities on what it can and cannot do. Foremost is that we assume the framework uses a forecasting system to generate estimations for future workload arrival rates in fixed intervals (e.g., a minute/hour) [137]. The workload forecasting system cannot predict ad-hoc queries it has never seen before. Thus, we assume the DBMS executes queries with a cached query plan except for the initial invocation.

We assume that the target system is an in-memory DBMS; MB2 does not support disk-oriented DBMSs with buffer pools. This assumption simplifies MB2’s behavior models since it does not have to consider what pages could be in memory for each query. Estimating cache contents is difficult enough for a single query. It is more challenging when evaluating a sequence of forecasted queries.

MB2 supports both OLTP and OLAP workloads, as well as mixed workloads. Assuming an in-memory DBMS makes it easier to model OLAP workloads since each query’s performance is affected by aspects of the system that are observable by MB2: (1) database contents, (2) configuration, and (3) operating environment. Modeling OLTP queries poses additional challenges due to higher variance with short query execution times. Supporting transactions also means that MB2 must consider logical contention (e.g., transactions updating the same record) as well...
as physical contention for hardware resources. We assume that the DBMS uses MVCC [233] and MB2 supports capturing lock contention. MB2 does not, however, model transaction aborts due to data conflicts because it is challenging to get precise forecasts of overlapping queries.

MB2’s OU-models’ input features contain the cardinality estimation from the DBMS optimizer, which is known to be error-prone [130]. Our evaluation shows that MB2’s prediction is insensitive against cardinality estimation errors within a reasonable range (30%). There are recent works that use ML to improve an optimizer’s cardinality estimations [75, 112, 227, 228, 235], which MB2 may leverage.

Lastly, while MB2 supports hardware context in its models (see Section 4.3.2), we defer the investigation on what features to include for different hardware (e.g., CPU, disk) and environments (e.g., bare-metal, container) as future work.

4.3 OU-models

We now discuss how to create a DBMS’s OU-models with MB2. The goal of these models is to estimate the time and resources that the DBMS will consume to execute a query or action. A self-driving DBMS can make proper planning decisions by combining these estimates from multiple queries in a workload forecast interval. In addition to accuracy, these models need to have three properties that are important for self-driving operations: (1) they provide explanations of the DBMS’s behavior, (2) they support any dataset and workload, and (3) they adapt to DBMS software updates.

4.3.1 Principles

Developers use MB2 to decompose the DBMS into OUs to build explainable, adaptable, and workload independent behavior models. The first step is to understand the principles for dividing the DBMS’s internal components into these OUs. For this discussion, we use examples from NoisePage’s OUs shown in Table 4.1:

- **Independent:** The runtime behavior of an OU must be independent of other OUs. Thus, changes to one OU do not directly affect another unrelated OU. For example, if the DBMS changes the knob that controls the join hash table size then this does not change the resource consumption of the DBMS’s WAL component or the resource consumption of sequential scans for the same queries.

- **Low-dimensional:** An OU is a basic operation in the DBMS with a small number of input features. That is, the DBMS can construct a model that predicts the behavior of that part of the system with as few features as possible. We have found that it is best to limit the number of features to at most ten, which includes any hardware and database state contexts. If an OU requires more than this, then one should attempt to divide the OU into sub-OUs. This limit may increase as ML algorithms and hardware improve over time. Restricting the number of features per OU improves the framework’s ability to collect sufficient training data to support any workload.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operating Unit</th>
<th>Features</th>
<th>Knobs</th>
<th>Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sequential Scan</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Singular</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Index Scan</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Singular</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Join Hash Table Build</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Singular</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Join Hash Table Probe</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Singular</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agg. Hash Table Build</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Singular</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agg. Hash Table Probe</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Singular</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sort Build</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Singular</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sort Iterate</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Singular</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insert Tuple</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Singular</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Update Tuple</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Singular</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delete Tuple</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Singular</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arithmetic or Filter</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Singular</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operating Unit</th>
<th>Features</th>
<th>Knobs</th>
<th>Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Garbage Collection</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Batch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Index Build</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Contending</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Log Record Serialize</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Batch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Log Record Flush</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Batch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transaction Begin</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Contending</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transaction Commit</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Contending</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Output Result</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Singular</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.1: Operating Unit – Property Summary of OUs in NoisePage.

Comprehensive: Lastly, the framework must have OUs that encompass all DBMS operations which consume resources. Thus, for any workload, the OUs cover the entire DBMS, including background maintenance tasks (e.g., garbage collection) and self-driving actions that the DBMS may deploy on its own (e.g., index creation).

A DBMS will have multiple OU decompositions according to these principles, which allows for flexible implementation choices. Adding more OUs may lead to smaller models with finer-grained predictions and less required training data for each model. But additional OUs may also increase the inference time, model maintenance cost, and stacking of prediction errors. We defer the problem of deriving the optimal OU set for a DBMS as future work.

4.3.2 Input Features

After deciding which OUs to implement, DBMS developers then specify the OU-models’ input features based on their degree of freedom [69]. These features may contain (1) the amount of work for a single OU invocation or multiple OU invocations in a batch (e.g., the number of tuples to process), (2) the parallel invocation status of an OU (e.g., number of threads to create an index), and (3) the DBMS configuration knobs (e.g., the execution mode). Although humans select the features for each OU-model, the features’ values are generated automatically by the DBMS based on the workload and actions. Some features are generic and will be the same
Figure 4.4: OU and Interference Models – MB2 uses OU-specific input features to predict their resource consumption and elapsed time. The interference model uses the summary predictions for concurrent OUs.

across many DBMSs, whereas others are specific to a DBMS’s implementation. We categorize OUs into three types based on their behavior pattern, which impacts what information the input features have.

**Singular OUs:** The first type of OUs have input features that represent the amount of work and resource consumption for a single invocation. These include NoisePage’s execution category OUs in Table 4.1. Almost all its execution OUs have the same seven input features. The first six features are related to the relational operator that the OU belongs to: (1) number of input tuples, (2) number of columns of input tuples, (3) average input tuple size, (4) estimated key cardinality (e.g., sorting, joins), (5) payload size (e.g., hash table entry size for hash joins), and (6) number of loops (only for index nested loop joins). The first three features indicate the tuple volume that the OU will process as an estimate of the amount of work it will perform. Likewise, the fourth and fifth features approximate the expected output, which helps determine the intermediate state that the OU maintains during execution. The sixth feature indicates whether the OUs is repeatedly executed in a loop, which helps capture short OUs’ caching effect. Lastly, the seventh feature is an execution mode flag that is specific to NoisePage; this indicates whether the DBMS executes a query with its interpreter or as JIT-compiled [116, 146]. NoisePage’s networking OU also belongs to this type since network communication is discrete amount of
Batch OUs: The second type of OUs have input features that represent a batch of work across multiple OU invocations. It is challenging to derive features for these OUs since a single invocation may span multiple queries based on when those queries arrive and the invocation interval. For example, the OU for log flushes will write the log records generated from queries since the last invocation, the timing of which is unknown. To address this, we define the log flush OU’s input features to represent the total amount of records generated by the set of queries predicted to arrive in a workload forecasting interval: (1) the total number of bytes, (2) the total number of log buffers, and (3) the log flush interval. These features are independent of what plans the DBMS chooses for each query.

Contending OUs: The last type of OUs are for operations that may incur contention in parallel invocations. For example, the DBMS can use multiple threads to build an index, but the threads have to acquire latches in the data structure. We include the contention information into these OUs input features. For the index build OU, its input features include: (1) number of tuples, (2) number of keys, (3) size of keys, (4) estimated cardinality of the keys, and (5) the number of parallel threads, which indicates the contention\(^1\). Similarly, the OUs related to starting and ending transactions also contain information about transactions’ arrival rates in the workload forecast interval. The internal contention is orthogonal to the concurrent impact that MB2’s interference model captures based on resource consumption that we will discuss in Section 4.4.

A self-driving DBMS must also predict how changes to its configuration knobs impact its OUs. We categorize these tunable knobs into behavior knobs and resource knobs. The former affects the internal behavior of one or more OUs, such as the execution mode and log flushing interval. As shown in these examples, MB2 appends behavior knobs to the impacted OUs’ features. Thus, the OU-models can predict the OU behavior when changing these knobs. MB2 can also append the hardware context to the OU features to generalize the OU-models across hardware. We demonstrate such ability by extending the OU features with one hardware feature, i.e., the CPU frequency (Section 4.7.6). We leave a thorough investigation for the proper hardware context features as future work.

### 4.3.3 Output Labels

Every OU-model produces the same output labels. They are a vector of commonly available hardware metrics (Section 4.5.1) that approximate the OU’s behavior per invocation (i.e., for a single set of input features): (1) elapsed time, (2) CPU time, (3) CPU cycles, (4) CPU instructions, (5) CPU cache references, (6) CPU cache misses, (7) disk block reads, (8) disk block writes (for logging), and (9) memory consumption. These metrics explain what work an OU does independent of which OU it is. Using the same labels enables MB2 to combine them together to predict the interference among concurrent OUs. They also help the self-driving DBMS estimate the

\(^1\)For parallel OUs, including the index build, MB2 uses the max (instead of the sum) predicted elapsed time among each single-threaded invocation as the elapsed time.
impact of knobs for resource allocation. For example, the OU-models can predict each query’s memory consumption by predicting the memory consumption for all the OUs related to the query. A self-driving DBMS evaluates what queries can execute under the knob that limits the working memory for each query, and then sets that knob according to its memory budget. Similarly, CPU usage predictions help a self-driving DBMS evaluate whether it has assigned enough CPU resources for queries or its internal components.

**Output Label Normalization:** We now discuss how MB2 normalizes OU-models’ output labels by tuple counts to improve their accuracy and efficiency. DBMSs can execute queries that range from accessing a single tuple (i.e., OLTP workloads) to scanning billions of tuples (i.e., OLAP workloads). The former is fast to replicate with OU-runners, but the latter is expensive and time-consuming. To overcome this issue, MB2 employs a normalization method inspired by a previous approach for scaling query execution modeling [133]. We observe that many OUs have a known complexity based on the number of tuples processed, which we denote as \( n \). For example, if we fix all the input features except for \( n \), the time and resources required to build a hash table for a join are \( O(n) \). Likewise, the time and resources required to build buffers for sorting are \( O(n \log n) \). We have found in our evaluations with NoisePage that with typically less than a million tuples, the output labels converge to the OU’s asymptotic complexity multiplied by a constant factor.

Given this, for OU-models that have the number of processed tuples/records as an input feature, MB2 normalizes the outputs. It divides the outputs by the related OU’s complexity based on the number of tuples, while the inputs remain intact. A special case is the memory consumption label for building hash tables: NoisePage uses different hash table implementations for joins and aggregations. The hash table pre-allocates memory for joins based on the number of tuples; for aggregations, the hash table grows with more inserted unique keys. Thus, to normalize this label, MB2 divides it by the number of input tuples for the join hash table OU and by the cardinality feature for the aggregation hash table OU.

With such normalization, MB2 only needs to collect training data for OU-models with the number of tuples up to the convergence point. Although previous work on analytical DBMS models also leverages similar database domain knowledge [148, 151], MB2’s normalization to OU-models is simple to implement regardless of the OU’s implementation and is easy to adapt when there are system updates (Section 4.6). We demonstrate in Section 4.7 that MB2 generalizes to datasets with orders of magnitude higher number of tuples than what exists in the training data using this approach.

### 4.4 Interference Model

The OU-models capture the internal contention on data structures or latches within an OU (Section 4.3.2). But there can also be interference among OUs due to resource competition, such as CPU, I/O, and memory.\(^2\) MB2 builds a common interference model to capture such

\(^2\)We observe that in corner cases, there can also be resource sharing among OUs, such as the cache locality across consecutively running OUs. MB2 does not model such interference since it has little impact on our evaluation.
interference since it may impact any OU.

As shown in Figure 4.4, MB2 first extracts all OUs from the forecasted workload and the planned action before using OU-models to estimate their output labels. It then applies the interference model to each OU separately to adjust the OU-model’s output labels based on the workload forecast’s concurrency information and the OU-model predictions for other OUs. Building such an interference model has two challenges: (1) there are an exponential number of concurrent OU combinations, and (2) self-driving DBMSs need to plan actions ahead of time [160], but predicting queries’ exact future arrival times and concurrent interleavings is arguably impossible.

To address these challenges, we formulate a model based on summary statistics [69] of the unified behavior metrics estimated by the OU-models. Given that all the OU-models have the same output labels, the interference model uses a fixed set of input features that summarize the OU-model predictions regardless of the underlying OUs. Furthermore, the summary statistics aggregate the behavior information of the OUs forecasted to run in an interval, which does not require the exact arrival time of each query. Figure 4.4 illustrates the formulation of the resource competition interference model.

### 4.4.1 Input Features

The interference model’s inputs are the OU-model’s output labels for the OU to predict and summary statistics of the OUs forecasted to run in the same interval (e.g., one minute). MB2 adds the OU-models’ output labels for the OUs assigned to run on each thread separately and uses the sum and variance for each thread’s total labels as the summary. Although MB2 can include other summaries, such as percentiles of concurrent OUs’ OU-model predictions, we find the above summary effective in our evaluation. MB2 also normalizes the interference model’s inputs by dividing them by the target OU-model’s estimated elapsed time to help generalization.

### 4.4.2 Output Labels

The interference model generates the same set of outputs as the OU-models. Instead of estimating the absolute values of the output metrics, the model predicts the element-wise ratios between the actual metrics and the OU-model’s prediction. These ratios are always greater than or equal to one since OUs run the fastest in isolation. We observe that under the same concurrent environment, OUs with similar per-time-unit OU-model estimation (part of the interference model’s inputs) experience similar impacts and have similar output ratios regardless of the absolute elapsed time. Thus, the combination of normalizing the inputs by the elapsed time and using the ratios as the outputs helps the model generalize to OUs with various elapsed times.

### 4.5 Data Generation and Training

MB2 is an end-to-end solution that enables self-driving DBMSs to generate training data from OUs and then build accurate models that predict their behavior. We now describe how MB2
facilitates this data collection and model training. We begin with discussing MB2’s internal components that developers must integrate into their DBMS. We then present our OU- and concurrent-runner infrastructure that exercises the system to produce training data.

We again emphasize that this training data collection process uses the DBMS in an offline manner. That is, developers run the system in non-production environments. We defer the problem of how to collect this training data for an on-line system without incurring observable performance degradation as future work.

\subsection*{4.5.1 Data Collection Infrastructure}

MB2 provides a lightweight data collection framework that system developers integrate into their DBMS. We first describe how to set up the system to collect the behavior data of OUs (i.e., input features, output labels). We then describe the runtime mechanisms that MB2 uses for tracking each OU’s resource consumption. Lastly, we discuss how the framework retrieves this data for model training.

\textbf{OU Translator: } This component extracts OUs from query and action plans and then generates their corresponding input features. MB2 uses the same translator infrastructure for both offline training data collection and runtime inference.

\textbf{Resource Tracker: } Next, MB2’s tracker records the elapsed time and resource consumption metrics (i.e., output labels) during OUs execution. The framework also uses this method for the interference model data since it uses the same output labels to adjust the OU-models’ outputs. MB2 enables this resource tracking right before the invocation of an OU, and then disables it after the OU completes. The tracker uses a combination of user- and kernel-level primitives for recording a OU’s actions during execution. For example, it uses C++11’s \texttt{std::chrono} high-resolution clock to record the elapsed time of the OU. To retrieve hardware counter information, MB2’s uses the Linux \texttt{perf} library and the \texttt{rusage} syscall. Although these tracking methods do not require the DBMS to run with root privileges to collect the data, they do add some amount of runtime overhead to the system. Investigating more customized and lightweight methods for resource tracking is future work [10, 13].

\textbf{Metrics Collector: } The challenges with collecting training data are that (1) multiple threads produce metrics and thus require coordination, and (2) resource tracker can incur a noticeable cost. It is important for MB2 to support low-overhead metrics collection to reduce the cost of accumulating training data and interference with the behavior of OUs, especially in concurrent environments.

MB2 uses a decentralized \textit{metrics collector} to address the first issue. When the DBMS executes in training mode, a worker thread records the features and metrics for each OU that it encounters in its thread-local memory. MB2 then uses a dedicated aggregator to periodically gather this data from the threads and store it in the DBMS’s training data repository. To address the second challenge, MB2 supports resource tracking only for a subset of queries or
DBMS components. For example, when MB2 collects training data for the OUs in the execution engine, the DBMS can turn off the tracker and metrics collector for other components.

### 4.5.2 OU-Runners

An **OU-runner** is a specialized microbenchmark in MB2 that exercises a single OU. The goal of each OU-runner is to reproduce situations that an OU could encounter when the DBMS executes a real application’s workload. The OU-runners sweep the input feature space (i.e., number of rows, columns, and column types) for each OU with fixed-length and exponential step sizes, which is similar to the grid search optimization [31]. For example, with singular OUs related to query execution, the OU-runner would evaluate different combinations of tuple sizes and column types. Although it not possible to exercise every possible variation for some OU’s, MB2’s output label normalization technique (Section 4.3.3) reduces the OU-runners’ need to consider large data sets.

There are two ways to implement OU-runners: (1) low-level execution code that uses the DBMS’s internal API and (2) high-level SQL statements. We chose the latter for NoisePage because it requires less upfront engineering effort to implement them, and has little to no maintenance costs if the DBMS’s internal API changes.

MB2 supports modeling OLTP and OLAP workloads. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to support both workload- and data-independent modeling for OLTP query execution. Prior work either focused on modeling OLAP workloads [133, 141, 230] or assumes a fixed set of queries/stored procedures in the workload [148, 151]. Modeling the query execution in OLTP workloads is challenging for in-memory DBMSs: since OLTP queries access a small number of tuples in a short amount of time, spikes in hardware performance (e.g., CPU scaling), background noise (e.g., OS kernel tasks), and the precision of the resource trackers (e.g., hardware counters) can inflict large variance on query performance. Furthermore, DBMSs typically execute repeated OLTP queries as prepared statements.

To address the first challenge on variability, MB2 executes the OU-runners for the OUs in the execution engine with sufficient repetitions (10×) and applies robust statistics [104] to derive a reliable measurement of the OU’s behavior. Robust statistics can handle a high proportion of outliers in the dataset before giving an incorrect (e.g., arbitrarily large) result, where such proportion is called the breakdown point. MB2 uses the 20% trimmed mean statistics [198], which has a high breakdown point (i.e., 0.4), to derive the label from the repeated measurements. To address the second challenge, MB2 executes each query for five warm-up iterations before taking measurements for the query’s OUs, with all executions of a given query using the same query template. MB2 starts a new transaction for each execution to avoid the data residing in CPU caches. For queries that modify the DBMS state, MB2 reverts the query’s changes using transaction rollbacks. We find the labels insensitive to the trimmed mean percentage and the number of warm-up iterations.

### 4.5.3 Concurrent Runners

Since OU-runners invoke their SQL queries one at a time, MB2 also provides concurrent runners that execute end-to-end benchmarks (e.g., TPC-C, TPC-H). These concurrent runners provide
MB2 with the necessary data to train its interference model (Section 4.4).

To generate training data with diverse concurrent execution profiles, each concurrent runner executes their workload by varying three parameters: (1) the subsets of queries in the benchmark to execute, (2) the number of concurrent threads that the DBMS uses, and (3) the workload submission rate. The concurrent runners execute their workload with each parameter combination for a brief period of time (e.g., 30s) in correspondence to the short-term prediction intervals used by the DBMS’s workload forecasting framework [137]. As discussed in Section 4.4.2, MB2’s interference model is agnostic to the OU elapsed time, so the concurrent runners do not need to execute the workloads at different interval lengths.

4.5.4 Model Training

Lastly, we discuss how MB2 trains its behavior models using the runner-generated data. Since OUs have different input features and behaviors, they may require using different ML algorithms that are better at handling their unique properties and assumptions about their behavior. For example, Huber regression (a variant of linear regression) is simple enough to model the filter OUs with arithmetic operations. In contrast, sorting and hash join OUs require more complex models, such as random forests, to support their behaviors under different key number, key size, and cardinality combinations.

MB2 trains multiple models per OU and then automatically selects the one with the best accuracy for each OU. MB2 currently supports seven ML algorithms for its models: (1) linear regression [186], (2) Huber regression [104], (3) support vector machine [194], (4) kernel regression [149], (5) random forest [135], (6) gradient boosting machine [82], and (7) deep neural network [175]. For each OU, MB2 first trains an ML model using each algorithm under the common 80/20% train/test data split and then uses cross-validation to determine the best ML algorithm to use [115]. MB2 then trains a final OU-model with all the available training data using the best ML algorithm determined previously. Thus, MB2 utilizes all the data that the runners collect to build the models. MB2 uses this same procedure to train its interference models.

4.6 Handling Software Updates

DBMSs with an active install base likely have software updates to fix bugs, improve performance, and add new features. If its behavior models cannot keep up with these changes, the DBMS will be unable to adjust itself correctly. To handle software updates, MB2 only needs to run the OU-runners for the affected OUs. This restricted retraining is possible because the OUs are independent of each other. The OU-runners issue SQL queries to the DBMS to exercise the OUs, which means that developers do not need to update them unless there are changes to the DBMS’s SQL syntax. Furthermore, MB2 does not need to retrain its interference models in most cases because resource competition is not specific to any OU.

If a DBMS update contains changes that introduces new OU behaviors (e.g., adding a new DBMS component), then MB2 re-runs the concurrent runners to generate the interference models. In NoisePage, we currently use a heuristic for MB2 to retrain the interference models when
### 4.7 Experimental Evaluation

We now discuss our evaluation of MB2 using the NoisePage DBMS. We deployed the DBMS on a Ubuntu 18.04 LTS machine with two 10-core Intel Xeon E5-2630v4 CPUs, 128GB of DRAM, and Intel Optane DC P4800X SSD.

We use the OLTP-Bench [64] testbed as an end-to-end workload generator for the SmallBank [25], TATP [153], TPC-C [208], and TPC-H [209] benchmarks. SmallBank is an OLTP workload that consists of three tables and five transactions that models customers interacting with a bank branch. TATP is an OLTP workload with four tables and seven transactions for a cellphone registration service. TPC-C is a more complex OLTP benchmark with nine tables and five transactions that models back-end warehouses fulfilling orders for a merchant. Lastly, TPC-H is an OLAP benchmark with eight tables and queries that model a business analytics workload. We use `numactl` to fix the DBMS and OLTP-Bench processes on separate CPU sockets. We also set the Xeon CPUs’ power governor setting to “performance” mode to reduce the variance in our measurements.

We use two evaluation metrics. For OLAP workloads, we use the average relative error \( \frac{|Actual - Predict|}{Actual} \) used in similar prediction tasks in previous work [133, 141]. Since OLTP queries have short run-times with high variance, their relative errors are too noisy to have a meaningful interpretation. Thus, we use the average absolute error \( |Actual - Predict| \) per OLTP query template.

We implemented MB2’s models with scikit-learn [14]. We use the default hyperparameters except for random forest with 50 estimators, neural network with 2 layers with 25 neurons, and gradient boosting machine with 20 depth and 1000 leaves. We also implemented MB2’s OU-runners using Google’s Benchmark library [11] with `libpqxx` [12] to connect to NoisePage.

### 4.7.1 Data Collection and Training

We first discuss MB2’s data collection and model training. The results in Table 4.2 show a breakdown between the time that MB2 spends generating data versus the time that it spends training its models. We generated \( \sim 1M \) unique data points for NoisePage’s 19 OUs. Exercising the OU-runners is the most costly step because (1) OU-runners enumerate a wide range of feature combinations, and (2) certain data points are expensive to collect (e.g., building a hash table with 1m tuples). The model training step does not take too much time because we designed each OU-model to have a small number of features. Table 4.2 also shows that the concurrent runners produce a larger data set than the OU-runners because they execute multiple OUs at

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model Type</th>
<th>Runner Time</th>
<th>Data Size</th>
<th>Training Time</th>
<th>Model Size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OUs</td>
<td>514 min</td>
<td>38 MB</td>
<td>18 min</td>
<td>338 MB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interference</td>
<td>82 min</td>
<td>236 MB</td>
<td>21 min</td>
<td>66 KB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.2: MB2 Overhead – Behavior Model Computation and Storage Cost.

a DBMS update affects at least five OUs.
Figure 4.5: OU-model Accuracy (OU) – Test relative error for each OU averaging across all OU-model output labels. OU-models are trained with four ML algorithms: (1) random forest, (2) neural network, (3) Huber regression, and (4) gradient boosting machine.

Figure 4.6: OU-model Accuracy (Output Labels) – Test relative error for each output label averaging across all OUs. OU-models are trained with four ML algorithms with and without output label normalization: (1) random forest, (2) neural network, (3) Huber regression, and (4) gradient boosting machine.

the same time. The model is much smaller since, unlike OU-models with one model for each OU, MB2 generated a single interference model that is not specific to any OU.

In our experiments, OU translator and OU-model inference for a single query (may contain multiple OUs) on average take 10µs and 0.5ms. Each resource tracker invocation on average takes 20µs.

4.7.2 OU-Model Accuracy

We next evaluate the accuracy of MB2’s OU-models, which are the foundation of the self-driving DBMS behavior models. Recall from Section 4.5.4 that we split the data of each OU-runner into 80/20% train/test and build models with seven ML algorithms. From the test result, MB2 selects the best algorithm for each OU and trains the final OU-model using all available OU-runner data. Due to space limitations, we only demonstrate the results for a few more-representative and better-performing ML algorithms.

Figure 4.5 shows the OU-model test relative error averaged across all output labels. More than 80% of the OU-models have an average prediction error less than 20%, which demonstrates the effectiveness of the OU-models. The transaction OU models have higher relative error because most cases have short elapsed times (< 10µs) unless the system is under heavy contention. Similarly, probing an aggregation hash table takes less than 10µs in most cases enumerated by the OU-runner. Thus, for these short-running tasks, small perturbations in the predictions can lead to high relative error.

For most OUs, random forest and gradient boosting machine are the best-performing ML algorithms with sufficient generalizability. Neural networks have higher errors in comparison
because they are prone to overfitting given the OU-models' low dimensionality. For simple OUs (e.g., arithmetics), less complex models like Huber regression achieve competitive accuracy and are cheaper to train.

In Figure 4.6, we show the predictive accuracy of the OU-models for each output label, averaging across all OUs. Most labels have an average error of less than 20%, where the highest error is on the cache miss label. Accurately estimating the cache misses for OUs is challenging because the metrics depend on the real-time contents of the CPU cache. Despite the higher cache miss error, MB2’s interference model still captures the interference among concurrent OUs (see Section 4.7.4) because the interference model extracts information from all the output labels. The results in Figure 4.6 also show the OU-model errors without output label normalization optimization from Section 4.3.3. From this, we see that normalization has minimal impact on OU-model accuracy while enabling generalizability.

4.7.3 OU-Model Generalization

We now evaluate the OU-models’ ability to predict query runtime and generalize across workloads. Accurate query runtime prediction is crucial since many self-driving DBMSs’ optimization objectives are focused on reducing query latency [161]. As discussed in Section 4.2, MB2 extracts all OUs from a query plan and sums the predicted labels for all OUs as the final prediction.

For a state-of-the-art baseline, we compare against the QPPNet ML model for query performance prediction [106, 141]. QPPNet uses a tree-structured neural network to capture a query plan’s structural information. It outperforms other recent models on predicting query runtime [23, 133, 231], especially when generalizing the trained model to different workloads (e.g., changing dataset sizes). Since NoisePage is an in-memory DBMS with a fused-operator JIT query engine [152], we remove any disk-oriented features from QPPNet’s inputs and adapt its operator-level tree structure to support pipelines. But such adaptation requires QPPNet’s
training data to contain all the operator combinations in the test data pipelines to do inference with the proper tree structure. Thus, we can only train QPPNet on more complex workloads (e.g., TPC-C) and test on the same or simpler workloads (e.g., SmallBank).

We evaluate MB2 and QPPNet on the (1) TPC-H OLAP workload and (2) TPC-C, TATP, and SmallBank OLTP workloads. To evaluate generalizability, we first train a QPPNet model with query metrics from a 1 GB TPC-H dataset and evaluate it on two other dataset sizes (i.e., 0.1 GB, 10 GB). We then train another QPPNet model with data collected from the TPC-C workload (one warehouse) and evaluate it on the OLTP workloads. For MB2, we use the same OU-models only trained once (Section 4.7.2) for all the workloads.

The results in Figure 4.7a show that QPPNet achieves competitive prediction accuracy on the 1 GB TPC-H workload since it is the same as its training dataset. But QPPNet has larger errors for TPC-H on other scale factors. The authors of QPPNet also observed similar generalization challenges for their models despite it outperforming the baselines [141]. In contrast, MB2 achieves up to $25 \times$ better accuracy than QPPNet and has more stable predictions across all the workload sizes. We attribute this difference to how (1) MB2 decomposes the DBMS into fine-grained OUs and the corresponding OU-runner enumerates various input features that cover a range of workloads, and (2) MB2’s output label normalization technique further bolsters OU-models’ generalizability. Even though the 10 GB TPC-H workload has tables up to 60m tuples, which is $60 \times$ larger than the largest table considered by MB2’s OU-runners, MB2 is still able to generalize with minimal loss of accuracy. MB2 without the output normalization has much worse accuracy on large datasets.

Similarly, Figure 4.7b shows that while MB2 has $4 \times$ higher prediction error compared to QPPNet on TPC-C workload where QPPNet is trained, MB2 achieves $1.8 \times$ and $10 \times$ better accuracy when generalizing to TATP and SmallBank workloads. Such generalizability is essential for the real-world deployment of MB2 for self-driving DBMSs. Since these OLTP queries access a small number of tuples, output normalization has little impact on the model accuracy.

4.7.4 Interference Model Accuracy

We next measure the ability of MB2’s interference model to capture the impact of resource competition on concurrent OUs. We run the concurrent runner with the 1 GB TPC-H benchmark since it contains a diverse set of OUs. The concurrent runner enumerates three parameters: (1) subsets of TPC-H queries, (2) number of concurrent threads, and (3) query arrival rate. Since the interference model is not specific to any OU or DBMS configuration, the concurrent runner does not need to exercise all OU-model inputs or knobs. For example, with the knob that controls the number of threads, we only generate training data for odd-numbered settings (i.e., 1, 3, 5, … 19) and then test on even-numbered settings. The concurrent runner executes each query setup for 20s. To reduce the evaluation time, we assume the average query arrival rate per query template per 10s is given to the model. In practice, this interval can be larger [137]. Neural network performs the best for this model given its capacity to consume the summary statistics of OU-model output labels.

To evaluate the model’s generalizability, the concurrent runner executes queries only in the DBMS’s interpretive mode (execution knob discussed in Section 4.3.2), but we test the model under JIT compilation mode. We also evaluate the model with thread numbers and workload
Figure 4.8: Interference Model Accuracy – Model trained with 1 GB TPC-H dataset and odd thread numbers generalizes to other scenarios.

sizes that are different from those used by MB2’s concurrent runners. To isolate the interference model’s estimation, we execute the queries in both single-thread and concurrent environments and compare the true adjustment factors (the concurrent interference impact) against the predicted adjustment factors.

Figure 4.8 shows the actual and interference model-estimated average query run times under concurrent environments. The interference model has less than 20% error in all cases. It generalizes to these environments because (1) it leverages summary statistics of the OU-model output labels that are agnostic to specific OUs and (2) the elapsed time-based input normalization and ratio-based output labels help the model generalize across various scenarios. We also observe that generalizing the interference model to small data sizes result in the highest error (shown under TPC-H 0.1 GB in Figure 4.8b) since the queries are shorter with potentially higher variance in the interference, especially since the model only has the average query arrival information in an interval as an input feature.

4.7.5 Model Adaptation and Robustness

We now evaluate MB2’s behavior models’ adaptivity under DBMS software updates and robustness against DBMS estimation errors. For the former, we use a case study where we simulate a series of incremental improvements to the join hash table algorithm. To control the amount of change, we inject sleeps (1us) during the hash table creation with different frequencies: no sleep (fastest), sleep once with every 1000 inserted tuples, and sleep once with every 100 inserted tuples (slowest). This change does not affect the behavior of other OUs, such as sequential scans or sorts. Thus, without modifying any other OU-models, we only rerun MB2’s OU-runner for hash join and retrain the corresponding OU-model, which takes less than 23 minutes. This is $24 \times$ faster than rerunning MB2’s entire training process. Figure 4.9a shows the prediction errors for the TPC-H 1 GB workload with the old and updated models. The new models only
updated with the join-hash-table-build OU have significantly better accuracy compared to the old models prior to the system update. This demonstrates MB2’s ability to quickly adapt its models in response to updates. QPPNet, on the other hand, needs full data remaking and model retraining.

Since the OU-models in NoisePage’s execution engine use cardinality estimates as input features, we also evaluate the models’ sensitivity to noisy estimations. We introduce a Gaussian white noise [69] with 0 mean and 30% variance of the actual value to the tuple number and cardinality features for OUs impacted by cardinality estimation (e.g., joins). Figure 4.9b shows the model’s predictive accuracy under accurate and noisy cardinalities with different TPC-H dataset sizes. The models have minimal accuracy loss (< 2%) due to the noise because (1) they are insensitive to moderate noise in the features, and (2) there are many TPC-H queries with high selectivity that reduces the impact of wrong cardinality estimation when executing joins or sorts. Improving the model accuracy by leveraging learned cardinality estimation is left as future work [97, 235].

4.7.6 Hardware Context

Since MB2 generates models offline, their predictions may be inaccurate when the hardware used for training data generation and production differs. Thus, we evaluate MB2’s ability to extend the OU-model features to include the hardware context and generalize the models across hardware. We also use a case study where we change the CPU frequency through its power governor. We append the frequency to the end of all the OU-models’ input features. We compare the OU-models trained with either only the CPU’s base frequency (2.2 GHz) or a range of frequencies (1.2–3.1 GHz), and test the model generalization on a different set of frequencies.

Figure 4.10 shows that extending the OU-model with hardware context improves the prediction in most cases since the context captures the hardware performance differences. A special
case where including the hardware context performs notably worse is for the TPC-C workload under 2.0 GHz CPU frequency (Figure 4.10b). This is because the models generally over-predict the TPC-C query runtime for a given frequency, and slightly slowing the CPU frequency (2.2 GHz to 2.0 GHz) falsely improves the prediction of the model trained under 2.2 GHz. The results show promise to extend MB2’s models with hardware context to generalize across hardware.

4.7.7 End-to-End Self-Driving Execution

Lastly, we demonstrate MB2’s behavior models’ application for a self-driving DBMS’s planning components and show how it enables interpretation of its decision-making process. We assume that the DBMS has (1) workload forecasting information of average query arrival rate per query template in each 10s forecasting interval, similar to Section 4.7.4, and (2) an “oracle” planner that makes decisions using predictions from behavior models. We assume a perfect workload forecast to isolate MB2’s prediction error.

We simulate a daily transactional-analytical workload cycle by alternating the execution of TPC-C and TPC-H workloads on NoisePage. We use the TPC-C workload with 20 warehouses and adjust the number of customers per district to 50,000 to make the choice of indexes more important. For TPC-H, we use a dataset size of 1 GB. We execute both workloads with 10 concurrent threads under the maximum supported query arrival rate.

After the DBMS loads the dataset, we execute the workload in NoisePage using its interpretive mode, which is a sub-optimal knob configuration for long-running TPC-H queries. We also remove a secondary index on the CUSTOMER table for the (C..W..ID, C..D..ID, C..LAST) columns,
Figure 4.11: End-to-End Self-Driving Execution – An example scenario where NoisePage uses MB2’s OU-models to predict the effects of two actions in a changing workload. The first action is to change the DBMS’s execution mode. The DBMS then builds an index with either eight or four threads.

which inhibits the performance of TPC-C. We then let the DBMS choose actions based on the forecasted workload and the behavior model estimations from MB2.
Figure 4.11a shows the actual and estimated average query runtime per 3s interval across the entire evaluation session. We normalized the query runtime against the average runtime under the default configuration to keep metrics within the same scale. The workload starts as TPC-C and switches to TPC-H after 30s. During the first 55s, the DBMS does not plan any actions. Then it plans to change the execution mode from interpretive to compiled with MB2 estimating a 38% average query runtime reduction. The average query runtime drops by 30% after updating this knob, which reflects the models’ estimation. After 72s, the DBMS builds the above secondary index on CUSTOMER with eight threads before the next time that the TPC-C workload starts. Both the estimated and the actual query runtime increase by more than 25% because of resource competition; and the contention lasts for 27s during the index build with the estimated build time being 26s. After 99s the workload switches back to TPC-C with 73% (60% estimated) faster average query runtime because of the secondary index built by the self-driving DBMS ³. This example demonstrates that MB2’s behavior models accurately estimate the cost, impact, and benefit of actions for self-driving DBMSs ahead of time given the workload forecasting, which is a foundational step towards building a self-driving DBMS [160].

We next show how MB2’s behavior models help explain the self-driving DBMS’s decision. Figure 4.11b shows the actual and estimated CPU utilization for the queries associated with the secondary index on CUSTOMER and the index build action. Both the actual and estimated CPU utilization for the queries on CUSTOMER drop significantly as the TPC-C workload starts for the second time, which is the main reason for the average query runtime reduction. Similarly, the high CPU utilization of index creation, which MB2 successfully predicts, is also the main reason for the query runtime increment between 72s to 99s. MB2’s decomposed modeling of each OU is the crucial feature that enables such explainability.

Lastly, we demonstrate MB2’s estimations under an alternative action plan of the self-driving DBMS in Figure 4.11c. The DBMS plans the same actions under the same setup as in Figure 4.11a except to build the index earlier (at 58s) with four threads to reduce the impact on the running workload. MB2 accurately estimates the smaller query runtime increment along with the workload being impacted for longer. Such a trade-off between action time and workload impact is essential information for a self-driving DBMS to plan for target objectives (e.g., SLAs). We also observe that MB2 underestimates the index build time under this scenario by 27% due to a combination of OU- and interference-model errors.

³The DBMS does not change the execution mode for TPC-C to isolate the action effect.
Chapter 5

Action Planning

We presented techniques to predict the future workload and estimate the behavior of self-driving actions. A self-driving DBMS still needs to decide when to apply what actions given those predictions. Recall that the ability to automatically choose and apply actions without any human intervention distinguishes self-driving DBMSs from DBMSs with lower autonomy levels (Section 2.2). Proper action planning is essential because actions may (1) take a long time to finish, (2) consume a significant amount of resources, and (3) contend with client queries and slow them down. It is also important to plan a sequence of actions ahead of time because of the potential interactions between actions. For instance, creating one index can make creating another index with overlapping columns unnecessary. Furthermore, as discussed in Chapter 3, database workloads often have cyclical patterns. For example, many workloads have a diurnal pattern that follows human living-cycle [137, 205]. Thus, it is often beneficial to apply expensive actions when the workload volume is low to avoid resource contention.

It is challenging to plan effective actions for self-driving DBMSs efficiently. The sequence of actions may span short and long horizons. Finding the best sequence among various potential actions (e.g., changing knobs or creating indexes) over these horizons is an expensive constrained optimization problem with an exponential search space. The action planning also relies on the behavior models (Chapter 4) to estimate the actions’ impact. The model inferences may incur high overhead, which poses more challenges on the planning efficacy.

Most of the previous work on automated database tuning has focused on static workloads (e.g., knob tuning [132, 215, 244], physical design [22, 58, 118], or both [220]). These methods select the best set of knobs or physical design given a static representative workload, typically provided by DBAs. The DBAs then manually decide which action to apply at what time. Some methods focus on database tuning under workload shifts [37, 163, 185]. But most of these works are reactionary: they address the problems after the workload has shifted but do not plan actions proactively based on future workload patterns. To the best of our knowledge, the most recent work that generates a sequence of database tuning actions given the workload patterns is GREEDY-SEQ [20]. This is a heuristic algorithm that recursively merges small action sequences. Though it generates action sequences efficiently, it may miss many optimization opportunities. Moreover, GREEDY-SEQ only supports tuning physical design but not knobs.

We propose an action planning framework for self-driving DBMSs, called PilotBot0 (PB0), leveraging control theory and recent advances in artificial intelligence (AI). PB0 uses the reced-
ing horizon control scheme [145] to plan action sequence across both short and long horizons. It also adapts the Monte Carlo tree search (MCTS) method [51] that has recent successes in AI systems [192, 193], to efficiently approximate the optimization problem. MCTS enables PB0 to effectively select a promising action sequence given any specified time budget. Furthermore, PB0 uses a two-level caching design to accelerate the model inference at both action state and model inference level, which reduces the planning cost.

We first introduce the background information in Section 5.1. We then give an overview of PB0 in Section 5.2. We discuss PB0’s MCTS technique and our optimizations in Section 5.3. We explain PB0’s caching techniques and implementation choices in Section 5.4 and Section 5.5. And we present our evaluation results in Section 5.6.

5.1 Background

We first discuss the related background information to help understand PB0’s mechanism.

5.1.1 Static Workload Tuning

There are many works that help select the best set of changes (e.g., knobs or physical design) for a database given a static workload. For example, many works aim to find optimized index configurations for a workload [46, 58, 59, 183, 214]. Others try to find the best set of knob configurations [132, 215, 244]. These are degenerate cases of self-driving DBMSs’ action planning, i.e., the workload only has one uniform pattern. PB0 builds on top of these methods. Instead of searching over the exponential number of all possible changes (actions) for the database, PB0 uses previous methods to generate a small set of candidate actions for the entire set of the forecasted workload. It then searches for the best action sequence from the candidate actions considering the workload patterns.

5.1.2 Receding Horizon Control

Receding horizon control (RHC) is a general-purpose control scheme to solve a constrained optimization problem over a moving time horizon [145]. It uses predictions of future costs/benefits to choose appropriate actions. It has successful applications in various practical scenarios, such as industrial and chemical process control [166], supply chain management [49], and stochastic control in economics [96]. The main advantage of RHC is that it optimizes the current time interval while keeping future times intervals into account. It achieves this by repeatedly optimizing over a finite time horizon but only implementing the action for the current time interval.

5.1.3 Monte Carlo Tree Search

Monte Carlo tree search (MCTS) is a randomized search algorithm used for decision processes that are difficult or impossible to solve using other approaches [51]. MCTS has been successfully applied to many strategy design problems in computer science, such as Go game [192], chess [193], and poker [178]. MCTS focuses on the analysis of the most promising actions and
expands the search tree based on random samplings of the search space. It returns the best sequences of actions explored until the time budget is exhausted. And the quality of the selected actions often increases with time as the algorithm explores more promising actions [43].

MCTS, however, is not a silver bullet. We discuss the additional challenges in applying MCST for self-driving databases that we identify and address in Section 5.3.

5.2 Overview

The DBA must specify the objective (i.e., SLA) before PB0 plans actions, similar to how passengers in a self-driving vehicle need to specify their destinations. For example, the objective can be minimizing the query latency within a storage/memory constraint. PB0 uses the forecasted workload and behavior models to evaluate the effect of self-driving actions relative to the objective and choose the best actions.

There are certain responsibilities that PB0 must fulfill to enable a completely autonomous system:

- Plan actions for both the current and future (forecasted) workloads to address problems before they occur.
- Ensure the satisfaction of all system constraints (e.g., maximum memory consumption).
- Decide when to apply the actions, how to apply them, and apply them automatically without human intervention.
- Provide explanations for the past and future planned actions, which are important for examination, debugging, and auditing.

We now give an overview of how PB0 achieves these goals.

As illustrated in Figure 5.1, PB0 executes the planning on a pilot server that is separate from the DBMS server. PB0 also uses a model server that maintains the workload forecast and behavior estimation models. Conceptually, the pilot server and the model server can run on any machine. We expect users to deploy the pilot server and model server on a separate machine from the DBMS to avoid resource contention. Furthermore, the model server may run on a machine with hardware accelerators (e.g., GPUs) to further boost the planning speed.

PB0 continuously repeats a planning process with following steps:

1. At the beginning of each time interval, PB0 requests the DBMS to send the query trace (Chapter 3) to the model server to predict the future workload.

2. After the pilot server receives the forecasted workload from the model server, it first uses existing methods (Section 5.1.1) to generate candidate actions for the entire set of the forecasted workload without considering the workload patterns. For example, it uses an algorithm inspired by AutoAdmin from Microsoft [46, 58] to generate the set of candidate indexes that may improve the DBMS’s performance on the workload. It uses simple heuristics to generate candidate actions that change the DBMS knobs (e.g., the log serialization interval) with values of different ranges (e.g., increment by 10 or 100).

3. PB0 then plans an action sequence out of the candidates based on the predicted workload patterns. It uses RHC to optimize the objective over a fixed planning horizon with
Figure 5.1: Pilot Architecture - PB0 runs the pilot server for planning on a separate machine from the DBMS server. It receives the forecasted workload from a model server to generate candidate self-driving actions. It then uses RHC and MCTS to search for the best action sequence based on the behavior estimations. It applies the first action and repeats the above process.

Figure 5.2: Receding Horizon Control - PB0 repeatedly plans actions for a fixed number of time intervals in the future and applies the first action for the current interval.

- PB0 runs the pilot server for planning on a separate machine from the DBMS server.
- It receives the forecasted workload from a model server to generate candidate self-driving actions.
- It then uses RHC and MCTS to search for the best action sequence based on the behavior estimations.
- It applies the first action and repeats the above process.

- PB0 repeatedly plans actions for a fixed number of time intervals in the future and applies the first action for the current interval.
- At the beginning of the next time interval, PB0 repeats this optimization process and generates another series of actions optimized for the subsequent forecasted workload.

Figure 5.2 illustrates an example of the RHC process in PB0. The planning horizon has five time intervals. PB0 plans a sequence of five actions with one action for each interval based...
on the forecasted workload. It then applies the first action for the current time interval and repeats the planning process as the time advances to the next interval.

The behavior models (Chapter 4) serve as the predictive models that the RHC process uses to estimate the action’s costs and benefits relative to the self-driving objective. For example, PB0 may need to evaluate the effectiveness of an index creation action based on the objective of reducing the average query latency. In this case, the behavior models estimate how much the forecasted queries’ latency increases during the index creation because of the resource competition and how much the forecasted queries’ latency decreases after the index creation. PB0 then computes the average query latency by adding these estimations as RHC’s cost function. The behavior models also estimate whether the index creation violates any constraints, such as consuming more memory than the system provides. Because PB0 requires these estimations, the pilot server needs to frequently request the model server to perform inferences on the behavior models, which can seriously reduce the planning efficiency. PB0 uses a two-level caching design to accelerate this inference process (Section 5.4).

PB0 also records the forecasted workload and the planned/applied actions in internal tables to serve as an explanation of its decisions. The record for each action contains the action identifier (a monotonically increasing integer), the action command, and the cost/benefit estimation for that action from the behavior models, such as the action’s application time, resource consumption, and impact on the self-driving objective. Users or developers can query these tables through the DBMS’s SQL interface for debugging, examining, or auditing purposes.

**Limitation:** We now discuss the assumptions and limitations in PB0. Foremost is that PB0’s current implementation only supports reducing the average query latency as the self-driving objective under a memory constraint specified by the user. Nevertheless, we design PB0’s architecture and search mechanism to be independent of the self-driving objective. We anticipate that extending PB0 to support other objectives, such as reducing the 95th percentile latency, only involves changing the formula to calculate the initial value number of the MCTS tree node (Section 5.3.1).

We implement PB0 in an in-memory DBMS, NoisePage. Thus, PB0 does not need to support disk-based storage constraints. We anticipate that supporting storage constraints during PB0’s planning process is similar to supporting the memory constraint (Section 5.3.4). However, the behavior models need to extend to support estimating the storage overhead for any self-driving actions [139]. NoisePage, as a research prototype, does not support complex database design features (e.g., views, table partitioning) or resource scaling yet. Thus, PB0 focuses on creating/dropping indexes and changing knob values as self-driving actions.

Lastly, PB0 selects the best action sequence from a set of given candidate actions based on the workload patterns but does not generate the candidate actions. As discussed earlier, there are many existing works that PB0 may leverage to further increase the candidate actions’ quality. For example, PB0 uses simple heuristics to generate candidate change-knob actions since NoisePage only exposes a small number of configuration knobs. As NoisePage extends its functionalities and uses more knobs, PB0 may use existing methods [215] to pre-select more

---

1For simplicity we assume each action takes at most one interval to finish. We discuss how PB0 handles actions that take multiple intervals in Section 5.3.3.
important knobs to reduce the number of candidate actions and facilitate the planning process.

5.3 Monte Carlo Tree Search and Optimization

The core challenge in PB0’s RHC process is to select a sequence of actions that optimize the self-driving objective given a fixed horizon of forecasted workload. The optimization also needs to satisfy any system constraint, such as the maximum memory consumption. We now formally define the optimization problem that PB0 considers.

We denote the total number of time intervals in the planning horizon as $n$. Recall that the workload forecast predicts the workload $w_t$ for each time interval $t \in \{1, 2, ..., n\}$. And $w_t$ contains the number of arrivals and parameter samples for each query template in that time interval. The set of candidate actions is $A$. The self-driving objective (e.g., the average query latency) for workload $w_t$ under the changes for a set of actions $A' \subseteq A$ is $g(w_t, A')$. The maximum amount of allowed memory consumption is $M$ and the system memory consumption at time interval $t$ after applying a set of actions $A'' \subseteq A$ is $m(t, A'')$.

Users specify $M$, and PB0 derives $g(w_t, A')$ based on the user-specified objective using the behavior model estimations. For example, if the objective is to reduce the average query latency, then PB0 uses behavior models to predict the average query latency in $w_t$ after applying $A'$. The optimization goal is to find a series of $d$ actions $a_1, a_2, ..., a_d$, where $a_i \in A$ and $d \leq n$, and their corresponding application times $t_{a_1}, t_{a_2}, ..., t_{a_d}$, to minimize the total objective over all horizons:

$$\arg \min_{a_1, ..., a_d} \sum_{i=1}^{n} g(w_i, \{a_j|t_{a_j} \leq i, 1 \leq j \leq d\})$$

subject to

$$\forall i \in \{1, ..., n\}, m(i, \{a_j|t_{a_j} \leq i, 1 \leq j \leq d\}) \leq M$$

Some actions (e.g., creating an index) may take a long time to finish and cannot improve the workload immediately. We do not include this in the formal problem definition for simplicity. We discuss this in Section 5.3.3.

PB0’s constrained optimization problem is expensive to solve as it has an exponential search space of $(n+1)^{|A|}$. Given this complexity, previous work has resolved to heuristics that can generate an action sequence in a reasonable time but may miss many optimization opportunities [20]. PB0 uses a principled framework (MCTS) to effectively search for promising action sequences given a time budget.

MCTS finds action sequences using a search tree. Each tree level represents a potential action at a specific time interval. Thus, a path from the root to any node of the search tree represents a sequence of $d$ actions at corresponding time intervals, where $d$ equals the node’s depth. MCTS maintains a value number for each tree node. A node’s value number can change during the search based on how its descendent nodes expand. Therefore, MCTS cannot pre-compute a value number for an action and reuse it across the entire search. MCTS keeps repeating the following search process:

1. Start from the root to recursively select child with the value number as the sampling weight until reaching a leaf.
(2) If the selected leaf node does not reach the planning horizon, expand the leaf node with one or more children.

(3) Select a child and populate its initial value number (also called rollout).

(4) Update the value numbers for the nodes from the root to selected leaf based on the child’s rollout result.

The essence of MCTS is a search strategy that determines the value numbers, which balance the exploration and exploitation (Section 5.3.2). After the search finishes, PB0 chooses the action sequences represented by nodes with the highest value numbers as its decision. There is a trade-off between the search time budget and the planning quality. Such an explicit search process also provides explanations for the cost-benefit estimation of each action in each time interval.

Figure 5.3 illustrates an example of the MCTS result. There are four types of actions in this example, including a no-op action that skips all actions at a time interval. The MCTS explores six action sequences (six leaf nodes) over a planning horizon of ten time intervals. There may not be actions for every time interval, and action sequences may not reach the end of the planning horizon, either. After MCTS exhausts the time budget, it returns the best action sequence explored under the self-driving objective (Action 2→4→8).

There are additional challenges, however, that we identify in applying MCTS for PB0. We now discuss these challenges and our solutions.

### 5.3.1 Rollout Challenge

The first challenge to implement MCTS for PB0 is to determine the initial value number for a new leaf node (child of the original leaf) to perform the search. Most existing MCTS methods focus on win/loss games that have a binary outcome, and the canonical method to derive such value is to perform a random rollout: play moves (i.e., apply actions) randomly starting at the new leaf node until a win/loss outcome is determined [114, 192, 193]. This does not directly
apply to PB0 since there is no win/loss for a database workload.

Given this, PB0 adapts such canonical rollout method by directly using the objective function \( g \) over the entire workload as the initial value number for a newly expanded leaf node \( l \), given the actions from the root to \( l \) applied. We denote this rollout value for \( l \) as \( G_l \). Furthermore, we observe that since the rollout does not need to determine win/loss, it does not need to apply actions randomly after \( l \), either. This also avoids large oscillations in \( G_l \) when the rollout randomly selects a poor action, which may make the search miss promising action sequences. For example, if the rollout randomly drops an important secondary index after \( l \), the average query latency can become drastically higher even though the actions from the root to \( l \) have a low \( G_l \). In this case, MCTS is less likely to expand further from \( l \) even though actions from the root to \( l \) may already benefit the workload without any more actions. Lastly, PB0’s MCTS performs rollout for all the new leaf nodes during an expansion together to give the search strategy a better action quality overview.

### 5.3.2 Search Strategy Challenge

One of MCTS’s key challenges is to balance exploration (exploring more action sequences) and exploitation (extending better-performing action sequences). MCTS addresses such challenge using a search strategy that determines each node’s value number (i.e., the sampling weight used to select the leaf node to expand). As mentioned in Section 5.3.1, most existing MCTS algorithms focus on win/loss games with a binary outcome. A well-known strategy that most contemporary MCTS search strategies employ is called UCT [114], which calculates the value number for a node \( o \), which can be either an internal node or a leaf node, as:

\[
\frac{w_o}{v_o} + \sqrt{\frac{2 \ln V_o}{v_o}}
\]

where \( w_o \) is the number of wins for the nodes considered after \( o \), \( v_o \) is the number of the times \( o \) has been visited, and \( V_o \) is the total number of times that \( o \)’s parent has been visited. The formula’s first component corresponds to exploitation that favors moves with a high average win ratio. The second component corresponds to exploration that favors moves with few visits.

Given PB0’s rollout method discussed in Section 5.3.1, a natural adaptation of UCT is:

\[
\frac{\text{Average}_{l \in L_o’s\ parent} G_l}{\text{Average}_{l \in L_o} G_l} + \sqrt{\frac{2 \ln V_o}{v_o}}
\]

where \( L_o \) is the set of leaves after node \( o \). The formula’s first component imitates \( \frac{w_o}{v_o} \), which favors nodes with better (lower) average self-driving objective among its peers from the parent.

However, one challenge we observe with this formula is that a single leaf node with an action that negatively affects the workload’s queries can drastically change the average objective of all its ancestors. Similar to the rollout challenge, a leaf node that drops an important secondary index can significantly increase the value function of its ancestors. This may lead the search to miss promising action sequences. To address such challenge, PB0 applies a simple yet effective modification to the formula:

\[
\frac{\text{Min}_{c \in L_o’s\ parent} G_c}{\text{Min}_{c \in L_o} G_c} + \sqrt{\frac{2 \ln V_o}{v_o}}
\]
Intuitively, this formula uses the best leaf after a node $o$ to represent $o$’s value, which is robust against outlier leaf nodes that may considerably increase the average self-driving objective. And it favors nodes that have a best leaf with low objective value. The first component’s range is also between $[0, 1]$, which is the same as the range of the original UCT formula’s first component (the win ratio $\frac{w_o}{w}$). We observe that this strategy is more stable and generates better actions under the same time budget than the first adaptation.

5.3.3 Search Interval Challenge

The workload forecasts determine the finest granularity of the planning time interval (e.g., one minute). A straightforward MCTS implementation for PB0 is to search one action for each time interval during the entire planning horizon (e.g., one day), which can make $n$ large. Thus, the search tree depth can be deep, which exponentially increases the number of possible states. This is challenging for MCTS to generate high-quality actions.

PB0 addresses this challenge by dynamically increasing the number of intervals between actions (search tree levels) during MCTS. The intuition is that actions planned for intervals in the near future may be more important and require finer-grained control since the self-driving DBMS will apply them at first. In contrast, actions for intervals in the far future may be less important since PB0 will re-plan for them later. Thus, PB0 starts its MCTS with a small number of time intervals between actions for fine-grained action optimization. It then increases the number of intervals for each level of the search tree to reduce MCTS’s depth and complexity.

In our implementation, PB0 exponentially increases the number of time intervals in every level of MCTS’ search (1, 2, 4, 8, 16...). Self-driving DBMS developers may use their domain knowledge to better specify these intervals. For example, many database applications have a diurnal workload pattern that repeats similar workloads in the duration of a day [137, 205]. Thus, developers can set a fixed number of time intervals for the search tree levels corresponding to the first day, so that MCTS can perform fine-grained planning for a full workload cycle. The number of time intervals for the levels after the first day can then increase to reduce the search complexity.

Another difference between PB0’s planning and canonical MCTS is that some self-driving database actions (e.g., creating an index) may take a long time to finish. Thus, one action may not finish within the number of time intervals specified for the corresponding search tree level. In this case, PB0 extends that level’s number of intervals to the action applying time. Recall that PB0 uses the behavior models (Chapter 4) to estimate the action applying time and the action’s interference to the DBMS performance during its application. Only after the action finishes can it help improve the system performance. Thus, PB0 needs to predict the system performance for the workloads before, in-between, and after the action application separately to calculate the objective function $g$ (used in the rollout as discussed in Section 5.3.1).

5.3.4 Memory Constraint Challenge

PB0’s MCTS needs to ensure that the explored action sequences do not violate the memory constraint specified by the user. MCTSs designed for games do not support this. PB0 supports ensuring such memory constraint during MCTS by extrapolating the system memory
consumption based on the workload forecasts and behavior model estimations.

Recall that the workload forecasts have the query (template) arrival prediction in each time interval in the planning horizon. Thus, PB0 can approximate the table size changes at a given time interval by estimating how many tuples that the workload inserts into/deletes from each table. And it can access the initial system memory consumption for all the tables and indexes at the beginning of MCTS (recall that NoisePage stores tables and indexes in memory as an in-memory DBMS). Thus, PB0 linearly extrapolates the system memory consumption based on the table size changes at any time interval during MCTS. It also uses behavior models to estimate the action memory consumption and extrapolate the value similarly at a given time interval.

If the estimated memory consumption at the time interval of a newly expanded leaf $l$ exceeds the constraint, PB0’s MCTS sets $l$’s value number to infinity to avoid future selection of $l$. It also needs to recalculate the value numbers of all $l$’s ancestors. This is because $l$’s parent may have a high value number before the expansion, but all the new leaves ($l$’s peers) may exceed the memory constraint because of the workload’s tuple inserts. In this case, $l$’s parent’s original value number becomes invalid, which also impacts all ancestors.

5.4 Inference Cache

MCTS in PB0 makes many inference requests to the behavior models to estimate the action impacts. After a leaf expansion, it estimates the objective function $g$ for both the workloads under the time intervals represented by the current leaf level and the remaining time intervals until the end of the planning horizon. PB0 uses the operating unit (OU) translator (Chapter 4) to generate OUs and corresponding features for these workloads and actions. Then it sends a request to the model server to make inferences on these features, retrieve the estimated values, and sums them up as the inference result. Each query or action may generate multiple OUs and thus require multiple inferences. And every inference takes \(~0.5\text{ms}\) based on our experiments. Thus, these inferences add up as significant overhead to the planning.

We observe that there can be repeated inference requests during MCTS, such as estimating the impact of the same action at the same search tree level or invoking the same model from the model server with the same input feature. Thus, PB0 uses a two-level cache to reuse inference results and accelerate the planning.

**Action State Cache:** The higher-level cache stores the value of the objective function $g$ over a range of time intervals given a set of applied actions. For example, if two leaves at the same level of the search tree have the same set of applied actions along their paths from the root, they share the same value of the objective function $g$ over the remaining time intervals of the workload. Note that the two action sequences (paths) only need to be logically equivalent to reuse such value. For example, if one leaf has actions CREATE INDEX A, CREATE INDEX B, and DROP INDEX A applied, and the other leaf has the action CREATE INDEX B applied at the same level, they still share the same value of $g$ for the remaining intervals.

**Model Inference Cache:** The lower-level cache stores the value of an OU or interference model inference result. For example, suppose PB0 needs to perform a model inference on the
If the request does not hit the action state cache, PB0 uses the OU translator to generate the inference results for PB0 to calculate the leaf’s objective function. When MCTS expands a new leaf, PB0 first asks the action state cache whether the search has calculated the objective function for the same range of time interval with the same set of actions. If so, it directly returns the cached value for the leaf.

PB0 then checks the model inference cache for the same inferences performed before. If all the inference requests are in the model inference cache, PB0 calculates the objective function for the leaf based on the cached values and populates the action state cache.

If there are still remaining uncached inference requests, PB0 queries the model server to obtain the estimated values.

The model server returns the inference results for PB0 to calculate the leaf’s objective function. PB0 then populates the unfulfilled model inference and action state cache.

Each entry in the action state cache or the model inference cache is smaller than 1 KB. Recall from Section 5.2 that RHC starts one MCTS for each of the repeated planning process. PB0 keeps all the entries in the two caches during a planning process’s MCTS. When MCTS finishes, PB0 releases the entire cache and re-create the caches when RHC starts MCTS in the next planning process.

### 5.5 Implementation Choices

We now describe PB0’s several implementation choices.

The first is that the pilot server is a special “replica” node of the database server. It replicates...
the database catalog and statistics (from ANALYZE). Thus, PB0 on the pilot server can generate candidate actions and translate the forecasted workload and actions into OUs with proper features. PB0 uses these features with the behavior models to estimate the action impact. The pilot server does not need to replicate the table contents, which reduces the synchronization overhead.

The second notable aspect of the system is that PB0 uses “what-if” API [44] to help evaluate the action impact. When MCTS expands a new leaf, PB0 applies actions from the root to the leaf under the “what-if” API. It then uses the optimizer to re-generate query plans for the workload’s queries under these actions. Such plan re-generation is necessary because (1) the behavior models rely on the query plan to generate OUs and corresponding features to perform inference and (2) there are actions (e.g., creating indexes) that are only useful when the optimizer chooses to use them in the query plan. After one search expansion of MCTS, PB0 restores the applied actions to prepare for the next search.

Lastly, PB0 implements what-if API with NoisePage’s transactional catalog. Before MCTS starts, PB0 opens a transaction for each database and applies all the actions within the scope of these transactions. For example, if an action is to create an index, PB0 only inserts the index entry into the catalog without populating the index. The optimizer can decide whether the new query plan uses this index. When MCTS finishes, PB0 aborts all the transactions to revert any temporary changes. Thus, the pilot server isolates the action search against other queries from users or developers. For example, developers can query the pilot server to access the workload forecasts or action history information without interfering with PB0’s search process.

5.6 Evaluation

We now discuss our evaluation of PB0 using the NoisePage DBMS. We deployed the DBMS on a Ubuntu 20.04 LTS machine with two 10-core Intel Xeon E5-2630v4 CPUs, 128GB of DRAM, and Intel Optane DC P4800X SSD.

We use the OLTP-Bench [64] testbed as an end-to-end workload generator. We use the TPC-C [208] benchmark that has nine tables and five transaction profiles that model backend warehouses fulfilling orders for a merchant. We use numactl to fix the DBMS on one CPU socket and the OLTP-Bench clients and PB0 processes on the other CPU socket. We also use QB5000 to generate the workload forecasts and MB2 to generate the behavior models.

We compare PB0 against a state-of-the-art method that generates a sequence of DBMS tuning actions based on workload patterns, called GREEDY-SEQ [20]. Instead of planning for all actions together, GREEDY-SEQ uses a heuristic to reduce the planning complexity by first choosing the best timings to apply each action separately and then merging the actions into a sequence. This method only applies to physical design (e.g., indexes) but not knobs.

We evaluate PB0’s planning quality and the effectiveness of PB0’s MCTS optimization and caching design. We use the workload’s average query latency as the evaluation metric, which is the same as the self-driving objective.
Figure 5.5: Planning Quality – System performance with the actions chosen by PB0 and GREEDY-SEQ under different workload patterns.

5.6.1 Planning Quality

As discussed in Chapter 3, database workloads often have patterns and choosing action sequences tailored to these patterns is crucial to the system’s performance. Thus, we first evaluate PB0’s planning quality under two common database workload patterns. We simulate the
patterns in short durations to accelerate the evaluation. We use QB5000 to generate workload forecasting information of average query arrival rate per query template in each 5s forecasting interval. Therefore, the smallest planning time interval is 5s. We use a two-minute planning horizon. As discussed in Section 5.3.3, we set PB0 to exponentially increase the number of intervals between MCTS’s levels. We set MCTS to execute 80 searches for each workload.

We use the TPC-C workload with 10 warehouses and adjust the number of customers per district to 100,000 to make the choice of indexes more important. We remove the secondary indexes for TPC-C before the experiments. We extend an algorithm inspired by AutoAdmin [46, 58] to generate candidate actions that create secondary indexes for TPC-C with different numbers of threads (1, 2, 4, or 8). We also use heuristics to generate candidate actions that change NoisePage’s knobs.

We now discuss PB0’s performance for each workload pattern.

**Diurnal Pattern:** Many applications have a workload pattern that follows the human living-cycle (i.e., large query volume during the day and little to no query volume during the night [137, 205]). We simulate such a pattern by pausing the TPC-C workload for one minute starting at 40s during a 160s period. And we let the self-driving DBMS plan for action sequences starting at 10s. We also added a NO-OP baseline that does not apply any actions.

Figure 5.5a shows the average query latency during the workload period for PB0 and GREEDY-SEQ. GREEDY-SEQ and NO-OP’s query latencies on average are 49% and 55% slower than PB0. GREEDY-SEQ chooses to build the same pair of secondary indexes as PB0. And both methods use eight threads to create the indexes for fast completion. When the DBMS creates indexes, the queries becomes 63% slower because of the resource competition. Unlike PB0, GREEDY-SEQ’s heuristic method does not account for the action application time nor the action’s interference to the queries during its application. So it builds the two indexes consecutively, with the CUSTOMER index at first, which the behavior models estimate to take $2.5 \times$ more time to build but reduces the workload queries’ latency $9 \times$ more than the 0ORDER index. In contrast, PB0 recognizes that the DBMS cannot finish creating the CUSTOMER index before the workload pauses. Thus, it builds the cheaper 0ORDER index first and builds the CUSTOMER index after the workload pauses. Therefore, the index creations have minimal interference to the queries and the new indexes significantly accelerate the queries after the workload resumes.  

**Growth Pattern:** There are also applications that have a growth pattern where their database sizes increase over time [137]. But the hardware that runs the DBMS often has a fixed resource limit, such as the maximum memory consumption.  

We simulate this pattern by increasing the ratio of the NEWORDER transaction in TPC-C to 90% and decrease the ratio of other transactions. The workload starts with 15 GB memory consumption, and we set the system’s memory constraint to 15.15 GB. We execute the workload for 60s and again let the DBMS plan for action sequences starting at 10s.

The results in Figure 5.5b show that GREEDY-SEQ’s query latency on average is 55% higher than PB0. GREEDY-SEQ creates the index on CUSTOMER at 10s, but has to drop it right after
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2NoisePage’s knobs do not have measurable performance impact on TPC-C so PB0 does not change them.

3NoisePage does not support resource scaling, so PB0 cannot choose to increase the system’s resource capacity.
the creation finishes because the system exceeds the memory constraint. PB0, on the contrary, does not build any indexes because its MCTS recognizes that the system memory consumption is increasing (Section 5.3.4) and the index creation exceeds the memory constraint threshold.

Figure 5.5c shows the system's memory consumption over time under the growth workload pattern. The memory consumption with GREEDY-SEQ hits the constraint at the end of the index creation, so the system needs to drop the index immediately. PB0’s MCTS has also explored the same action choice as GREEDY-SEQ (denoted as PB0-Estimated) during its search before the system applies any action. Though it underestimates the time to create the index by 25% due to imperfect interference estimation, it correctly predicts that the system memory consumption exceeds the threshold before the index creation finishes. Thus, PB0 avoids the unnecessary index creation and resource contention.

5.6.2 MCTS Search Strategy

MCTS’s search strategy is the key for finding actions sequences that benefits the system performance as the strategy balances the search’s exploration and exploitation. We next evaluate the effectiveness of different MCTS search strategies for PB0. As discussed in Section 5.3.2, a
straightforward MCTS search strategy is to use the average rollout value among all leaves as a node’s value number (denoted as PB0-Avg). PB0 adapts this strategy to use the minimum rollout value among leaves that better suits self-driving DBMSs. We evaluate the search strategies under the same workload settings as Section 5.6.1 with the same candidate actions and environments.

Figure 5.6 shows the measured average query latency over the entire workload. The two strategies make the same decision under the growth workload pattern because the pattern is simple (growing under a fixed rate). However, PB0-Avg makes a similar decision as GREEDY-SEQ under the diurnal workload pattern, which results in 49% higher query latency than PB0. The variance among the leaves’ rollout values affects PB0-Avg to choose the best action sequences tailored to a more complex workload pattern.

Table 5.1 shows more details for the nodes corresponding to the best action sequence of the two search strategies under the diurnal workload pattern. For each node, we show its level in the search tree, the estimated time intervals to apply its action, and the statistics of all its leaves’ rollout values. These statistics show that there can be large difference (up to 38%) between the min (best) and max (worst) rollout values of a node’s leaves. Thus, the outliers (e.g., leaves with the highest values) can affect the average rollout value for a node’s leaves. Moreover, the max rollout values of PB0 are lower than PB0-Avg’s. And despite PB0-Avg selects actions based on the average rollout values of a node’s leaves, its best action sequence’s average rollout values are mostly higher than PB0. These statistics suggest that PB0 selects more effective actions than PB0-Avg.

### 5.6.3 Inference Cache

Lastly, we evaluate the efficacy of PB0’s two-level inference cache (Section 5.4). We aim to demonstrate the benefit of each level of the cache and their combined effect. We remove the action state cache (ASC) and model inference cache (MIC) from PB0 separately, denoted as PB0 w/o ASC and PB0 w/o MIC. We compare their planning time against PB0 and GREEDY-SEQ under the same workload settings in Section 5.6.1.

The results are shown in Figure 5.7. GREEDY-SEQ has the fastest planning time since it uses a heuristic method without an exhaustive search. And PB0’s two caching methods significantly
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**Table 5.2: Inference Caching Statistics** – Hit rate statistics under different choices of inference caching.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Workload Pattern</th>
<th>Caching Choice</th>
<th>ASC Hit Rate</th>
<th>MIC Hit Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>DIURNAL</strong></td>
<td>PB0</td>
<td>40%</td>
<td>97%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PB0 w/o ASC</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>98%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PB0 w/o MIC</td>
<td>40%</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>GROWTH</strong></td>
<td>PB0</td>
<td>80%</td>
<td>96%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PB0 w/o ASC</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>98%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PB0 w/o MIC</td>
<td>80%</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
reduce its planning time. The MIC on average reduces the planning time $13 \times$ more than the ASC because there are many repeated model inference requests during the search, even among different actions. For example, the workload may contain queries that neither the candidate secondary indexes affect. Thus, PB0 always infer the same OUs for these queries for all the nodes in the same search tree level. And PB0 only needs to make one inference for them with the MIC.

The cache hit rate statistics shown in Table 5.2 verify such analysis. PB0 w/o ASC has on average 38% higher cache hit rate than PB0 w/o MIC over the two workload patterns. PB0 and PB0 w/o MIC has the same cache hit rate for ASC because MIC is at lower level than ASC and does not affect ASC’s hit rate. In contrast, PB0 has lower MIC hit rate than PB0 w/o ASC because ASC already removes certain repetitive inference requests. Lastly, PB0 has $2 \times$ higher ASC hit rate under the growth workload pattern compared to the diurnal workload pattern because the growth pattern is simpler and thus the explored actions sequences are less diverse.
Chapter 6

Related Work

In this chapter, we discuss the prior work related to self-driving DBMSs. We first explain previous efforts on automated DBMS tuning, which has been studied for decades. We then introduce the methods related to the three frameworks that constitute our self-driving architecture: workload forecasting, behavior modeling, and action planning. Lastly, we briefly discuss the work on learned DBMS components.

6.1 Automated DBMS Tuning

Previous researchers in the last 40 years have studied and devised several methods for automatically optimizing DBMSs [32, 45, 47, 222]. As such, there is an extensive corpus of previous work, including both theoretical [40] and applied research [72, 224, 253]. But no existing system incorporates these techniques to achieve full operational independence without requiring humans to monitor, manage, and tune the DBMS because they (1) cannot predict the future workload to optimize the DBMS proactively and apply changes at proper times, (2) require expensive exploratory testing on a copy of the database, or (3) only target one system aspect and cannot optimize the system holistically. We categorize these techniques based on their tuning targets, including physical design tuning, knob configuration tuning, hardware resource tuning, and autonomous DBMSs.

Physical Design Tuning: Physical design tuning addresses the problem of selecting the best physical design for a given database and its workload. Such tuning optimizes one or more metrics for the workload that satisfies budget constraints. The metrics are the desired performance outcomes when the DBMS executes the workload, such as minimizing the average query latency. The budget constraints are defined in terms of hardware resources, such as storage (e.g., the maximum amount of memory allowed for creating new indexes) or CPU overhead (e.g., the total time to create the indexes). Previous work on physical design tuning focuses on three areas: index selection, table partitioning, and materialized view selection.

Some early index selection algorithms determine the benefits of indexes using characteristics of the data, such as Drop [223]. In the 1990s, Microsoft’s AutoAdmin pioneered the use of leveraging the DBMS’s built-in cost models from its query optimizer to estimate the benefits
of indexes, which is called “what-if” API [44]. This avoids a disconnection between what the tool chooses as a good index and what the system uses at runtime when it generates query plans. Most contemporary index selection algorithms leverage such “what-if” API [118]. Some algorithms optimize the index benefit per storage unit [36, 59, 214] while others aim to maximize the total benefit under a storage budget [1, 44, 223]. Most of these algorithms support the selection of multi-column indexes and consider the index interaction.

Table partitioning divides a table into multiple disjoint fragments. The values of one or more table columns determine the boundaries of these fragments, typically with either range partitioning or hash partitioning [88, 251]. Previous database partitioning approaches mainly focus on (1) generating the candidate partitioning attributes and (2) searching for the optimal partitioning scheme. The former examines the benefits of each attribute given a sample workload [19, 41, 167, 251]. There are techniques to prune the candidate set [252] or combine the candidates to generate multi-attributes for partitioning [17]. The latter searches for the optimal partitioning attributes for each table using greedy strategy [167], approximation method [53], or exhaustive search [251, 252]. There are also search methods that leverage the source code information [213], minimize the contention bottlenecks [157], or adaptively adjust the partitioning scheme [187].

Many materialized view selection algorithms share similar ideas with techniques for multi-query optimization and common subexpression selection [86, 91, 110, 177, 190, 246]. For example, Microsoft SCOPE uses an ILP-based formulation to select sub-expressions for large workloads by finding common parts of query logical plans and materializing them to accelerate subsequent queries [109]. Most commercial database vendors offer automated physical design tools that support materialized view selection. For example, IBM’s DB2 Advisor recommends materialized view using an algorithm based on Knapsack problem [253, 254]. The DB2 Advisor also exploits multi-query optimization techniques to construct the candidates [129]. The Oracle Autonomous Database on the Cloud uses an extended covering subexpression algorithm for its materialized view selection [22]. Microsoft’s AutoAdmin adopts a three-step search process to deal with the large space of materialized view alternatives [18]. There are also recent attempts that use reinforcement learning for materialized view recommendation [94, 134, 242].

**Knob Configuration Tuning:** DBMS’s built-in cost models estimate the amount of work for a particular query execution [196]. These models’ original intention is for the query optimizer to compare alternative query execution strategies under a specific DBMS configuration. Thus, unlike physical design tuning, knob configuration tuning cannot leverage these built-in models.

All major DBMS vendors provide proprietary tools to help users determine the knob configuration [62, 123, 151]. And these tools have varying amounts of automation [29]. For example, the DB2 Performance Wizard tool released by IBM in the early 2000s asks high-level questions about the application (e.g., whether the application is transactional or analytical) to the users and then recommends knob settings accordingly [125]. IBM engineers need to manually create models used by this tool. A later version of DB2 has a self-tuning memory manager that determines the memory allocation of the DBMS’s internal components using heuristics [201, 211]. Oracle has techniques to determine the system bottleneck due to sub-optimal knob configurations [62, 123]. Oracle also develops a SQL analyzer to estimate the impact of the changes in
knob configurations [28, 234]. Microsoft’s SQL Server has a Resource Advisor that predicts the effect of buffer pool size changes on OLTP workloads [151].

There are also knob configuration tuning tools developed for open-source DBMSs. For example, DBSherlock helps DBAs diagnose performance problems for MySQL by identifying anomalies in the DBMS’s performance time-series data [239]. iTuned is a generic configuration used in MySQL or PostgreSQL [72]. It continuously evaluates incremental changes to the knob configurations using a workload sample when the DBMS is under low demand.

Recent efforts have focused on using ML to help tune DBMS configuration knobs. OtterTune is a DBMS tuning service similar to iTuned, except that it leverages data collected from previous tuning sessions for different workloads to train ML models to evaluate configuration changes [216]. Extensions of OtterTune include replacing Ottertune’s Gaussian Process Regression model with an actor-critic reinforcement learning model [243] (CDBTune) or a general purpose configurator [191] (using irace), incorporating query information in the model input features [131] (QTune), and optimizing resource utilization instead of system throughput [245] (ResTune). These techniques have also been evaluated on workloads from FoundationDB [184] and a multi-national bank [217]. iBTune uses a pairwise deep neural network to recommend individualized buffer pool sizes to database instances in the cloud [206].

**Hardware Resource Tuning:** Much previous work on hardware resource tuning focuses on the enterprise database workload consolidation. These techniques construct models and estimate the workload resource consumption based on a “representative workload” provided for each application. For example, one technique uses the optimizer (“what-if” API [44]) to estimate the impact of resources to configure virtual machines for database workloads [196]. Kairos executes the representative workloads on a spare hardware to capture their resource utilization characteristics and consolidates these workloads [54]. DBSeer uses analytical models to estimate the resource utilization for a set of transactions to estimate the resource consumption if the arrival rates of these transactions change [148]. Some works also try to automatically scale resources for cloud databases [56, 87, 176] (which we provide more details in Section 6.2) and predicting resource usage for individual queries [21, 23, 73, 83, 133] (which we provide more details in Section 6.3).

**Autonomous DBMSs:** To the best of our knowledge, there has never been a fully autonomous DBMS that achieves Level 5 autonomy we defined in Section 2.2. In the early 2000s, there were several groundbreaking solutions that moved towards this goal [45], most notably Microsoft’s SQL Server AutoAdmin [47] and IBM’s DB2 Database Advisor [167, 199, 253]. Others proposed RISC-style DBMS architectures made up of inter-operable components that make it easier to reason about and therefore control the overall system [222]. But over a decade later, all of this research has been relegated to standalone tools that assist DBAs and not supplant them.

The closest attempt to a fully automated DBMS was IBM’s proof-of-concept for DB2 from 2008 [224]. This system used existing tools [125] in an external controller and monitor that triggered a change whenever a resource threshold was surpassed (e.g., the number of deadlocks). This prototype still required a human DBA to select tuning optimizations and to occasionally restart the DBMS. And unlike our proposed techniques, it could only react to problems after
they occur because the system lacked forecasting.

Automation is more common in cloud computing platforms because of their scale and complexity [55, 111]. Microsoft appears to be again leading research in this area. Their Azure service models resource utilization of DBMS containers from internal telemetry data and automatically adjusts allocations to meet QoS and budget constraints [56]. There are also controllers for applications to perform black-box provisioning in the cloud [15, 39, 172]. The authors in [176] use the same receding-horizon controller model [171] that we propose, but they only perform simple changes to the system. Oracle announced their own “self-driving” DBaaS in 2017 [6]. Users select one of the three types of autonomous DBMS services with varying automation features: data warehouse, transaction processing, or JSON database. Although there is little public information about its implementation, our understanding from their developers is that it runs their previous tuning tools in a managed environment. Some of its automation also require expensive testing of candidate changes (e.g., indexes) on replicas. Oracle also just released the MySQL Autopilot that automates certain aspects for their MySQL Cloud Database Service, including provisioning, data loading, query execution, and failure handling [5].

Recent work explores using reinforcement learning (RL) [193, 204] to tune specific aspect of the DBMS, such as indexes [127, 179, 188], materialized views [94, 134, 242], and knob configurations [89, 131, 243]. These approaches are each limited to a single decision problem in a static operating environment and do not consider long-term forecasts in their models. They also often require expensive tests on data copies to collect a large amount of training data. We use a modularized (forecasting-modeling-planning) design for self-driving DBMSs, which has a different methodology than RL-based approaches. We think this approach provides better data efficiency, debuggability, and explainability, which are essential for the system’s practical application. All major organizations working on self-driving cars also use a modularized approach instead of end-to-end RL [136].

### 6.2 Workload Forecasting

We classify the previous work on workload forecasting and modeling in systems into several categories: resource estimation for auto-scaling, performance diagnosis and modeling, shift detection, and workload characterization for system design.

**Resource Estimation:** There are works on automatically identifying the workload trends and scaling resources for provisioning. Das et al. proposed an auto-scaling solution for database services using a manually constructed hierarchy of rules [56]. The resource demand estimator derives signals from the DBMS’s internal latency, resource utilization, and wait statistics to determine whether there is a high or low demand for the resource. Their work focuses on short-term trends and estimates the demand for each resource in isolation. Other works investigated scaling resources proactively in cloud platforms [87, 176]. All of these methods estimate whether there will be a demand for each type of resource in the near future. In contrast, we model the query arrival rates for both short- and long-term horizons to support complex optimization planning decisions.
**Performance Diagnosis:** There is previous research on the modeling and diagnosis of DBMS performance. DBSeer predicts the answer of “what-if” questions given workload changes, such as estimating the disk I/O for future workload fluctuations [148]. The model clusters the workload based on transaction types and predicts the resource utilization of the system based on transaction mixtures. It is an off-line model that assumes fixed types of transactions. Our work not only looks at the current workload mixtures but also predicts the future workload. DBSherlock is a diagnostic tool for transactional databases that uses causal models to identify the potential causes of abnormal performance behavior and provides a visualization [239]. The modeling in this line of work aims to help the DBAs understand their system and identify bottlenecks. The authors in [151] use analytical models to continuously monitor the relationship between system throughput, response time, and buffer pool size.

**Shift Detection:** Others have used Markov models to predict the next SQL statement that a user will execute based on what statements the DBMS is currently executing [100, 159]. The authors in [71] combine Markov models with a Petri-net to predict the next transactions. The technique proposed in [100] extends this model to detect workload shifts. Previous work combines these techniques with a workload classification method to model periodic and recurring patterns of the workload [101, 102]. These methods capture certain patterns in a workload, but none of them are able to predict the volume, duration, and changes of workloads in the future.

**Workload Characterization:** The workload compression technique in [48] shares a similar goal with our work. A set of SQL DML statements are compressed by searching which queries to remove from the workload with an application-specific distance function \( D(q_i, q_j) \) for any pair of SQL queries \( q_i \) and \( q_j \). This technique does not model the temporal pattern of the queries. Previous works also use set representation to model a database workload [181, 182]. They assume that all transactions arriving at the system belong to a fixed set of predefined transaction types. Various collected/aggregated runtime statistics are also used to analyze the structure and complexity of SQL statements and the runtime behaviors of the workload [240].

### 6.3 Behavior Modeling

We broadly classify the previous work in DBMS modeling into the following categories: (1) ML models, (2) analytical models, and (3) methods for handling concurrent workloads.

**Machine Learning Models:** Most ML-based behavior models use query plan information as input features for estimating system performance. Techniques range from Ganapathi et al.’s subspace projections [83] to Gupta et al.’s PQR hierarchical classification of queries into latency buckets [90]. Some methods mix plan- and operator-level models to balance between accuracy and generality, compensating further for generalizability issues by adjusting pre-built off-line models at runtime [23] or by building additional scaling functions [133]. QPPNet [141] predicts the latency of query execution plans by modeling the plan tree with deep neural networks.

ML-based models still require developers to adjust features, recollect data, and retrain them to generalize to new environments. Most frameworks also train models on a small number of
synthetic benchmarks and thus have high prediction errors on different workloads. Furthermore, these ML-based models do not support transactional workloads and ignore the effects of internal DBMS operations. This is in contrast to MB2 that builds a holistic model for the entire system that accounts for internal operations and handles software updates with limited retraining over SQL.

**Analytical Models:** Researchers have also built analytical models for DBMS components. DBSeer builds off-line models that predict the resource bottleneck and maximum throughput of concurrent OLTP workloads, given fixed transaction types and fixed DBMS configuration and physical design [148]. Wu et al. tunes the optimizer’s cost models for better query execution time predictions through off-line profiling and on-line refinement of cardinality estimates [231, 232]. Narasayya and Syamala provides DBAs with index defragmentation suggestions by modeling workload I/O costs [150].

**Concurrent Queries:** Due to the difficulty of modeling concurrent operations as described in Section 4.1.2, the aforementioned techniques largely focus on performance prediction for one query at a time. For concurrent OLAP workloads, researchers have built sampling-based statistical models that are fixed for a known set of queries. The predictions have seen applications to scheduling [21], query execution time estimation [73], and overall analytical workload throughput prediction [74]. Wu et al. support dynamic query sets by modeling CPU, I/O interactions, and buffer pool hit rates with queuing networks and Markov chains [230]. More recently, G Predictor predicts concurrent query performance by using a deep learning prediction network on a graph embedding of query features [249]. But it requires the exact interleaving of queries to be known, which is arguably impossible to forecast and thus does not apply to MB2’s context. All of these methods also require updating their models whenever the DBMS’s software changes.

### 6.4 Action Planning

We categorize previous work on action planning for DBMS into (1) sequence planning methods, (2) on-line tuning methods, and (3) MCTS applications in DBMS tuning.

**Sequence Tuning:** As discussed in Section 6.1, most previous work on DBMS tuning focus on static workloads: these techniques recommend a set of changes (actions) for the DBMS given a set of queries (typically provided by DBAs) without any temporal information. In contrast, a self-driving DBMS needs a planning method that not only determines what actions to apply, but also decides when and how to apply the actions given the temporal patterns of the forecasted workload (Section 2.2). To the best of our knowledge, the most recent method that addresses such a planning problem is GREEDY-SEQ [20]. Similar to PB0 (Chapter 5), GREEDY-SEQ first uses previous methods for static workload tuning to generate a set of candidate actions. It then uses heuristics to determine the best timing to apply each action separately given a query sequence. It merges the decision for each individual action to generate the best sequence of actions based on the workload pattern. GREEDY-SEQ does not account for the action applica-
tion time nor the action’s interference to the queries during its application. Its heuristic method may also miss optimization opportunities.

**On-line Tuning:** There are DBMS tuning methods developed for on-line scenarios. For example, Microsoft proposed a method that continuously modifies the DBMS physical design reacting to changes in the query workload [37]. It generates candidate physical designs that may improve the performance during query optimization. It then keeps identifying the most promising candidates using the statistics gathered from query execution. COLT is another framework that continuously monitors the workload and creates additional indexes [185]. It gathers performance statistics at different levels of detail to allocate more profiling resources to the most promising candidate indexes. DBA bandit learns the benefits of candidate indexes through strategic exploration and performance observation from the workload instead of using the optimizer’s estimates [185]. These methods identify promising changes to the DBMS based on the most recent workload but do not plan actions proactively based on future workload patterns.

**MCTS Applications:** There are also applications of MCTS in DBMS tuning besides action planning. openGauss uses MCTS to rewrite a single query to more efficient equivalent queries [89]. UDO uses MCTS to explore potential configurations for a DBMS given a workload and converge to near-optimal solutions [220]. UDO still focuses on static workloads without temporal information. In contrast, we use MCTS to generate the best sequence of tuning actions considering the workload pattern.

### 6.5 Learned DBMS Components

Recently, there have been attempts to use ML, especially deep learning [221], to develop “learned” DBMS components that replace their canonical counterparts. For example, a main area of the research focus has been learned cardinality estimators that replace traditional histograms [75, 97, 112, 158, 189, 203, 227, 235, 237, 247]. Learned indexes have been proposed to replace traditional index techniques (e.g., b+-tree, radix tree) [16, 52, 66, 67, 80, 113, 119, 229]. There are also studies on learned query optimizers [121, 140, 142, 143, 228, 241], learned checkpoint optimizers [238], and learned filters [61]. Moreover, there are platforms that integrate these learned components into a single DBMS [89, 120, 248].

These methods are orthogonal to the goal of self-driving DBMSs as the former replaces the heuristics in canonical DBMS components with ML models, and the latter automates the DBMS administrative tasks. Managing the learned components may increase the DBMS administration challenge as users need to decide whether to use such learned components, what learned components to use, when to deploy the learned components, and how to deploy the learned components. For example, learned indexes may replace the traditional B+-tree with ML models, but users still need to determine on which columns to build a learned index, when to build the learned index, and how to build the learned index (e.g., using one CPU core or eight CPU cores). Learned DBMS components and self-driving DBMSs may also complement each other.
For example, our self-driving architecture’s behavior modeling framework (Chapter 4) may use learned cardinality estimators to generate more accurate input features for the behavior models.
Chapter 7

Future Work

We believe the efforts towards self-driving DBMSs (Level 5 autonomy as defined in Section 2.2) are just beginning. Thus, we think there are several open questions beyond the topics covered in this thesis that are worth exploring. We now present some of these future research directions, including extensions of our forecasting-modeling-planning architecture to improve its self-driving capabilities and the broader opportunities and challenges for self-driving DBMSs.

7.1 Error Correction and Feedback Control

Although our forecasting-modeling-planning architecture strives to make the self-driving DBMS select the best actions, there may still be applied actions with behavior that does not match the system’s expectation. For example, an action may provide less performance benefit than the system predicts or take longer to finish than the system estimates. There are two possible sources for these estimations errors: the workload forecasts and the behavior model estimations. Even when these estimations are accurate, the system may still select sub-optimal actions because the action planning cannot exhaust all possible action sequences. Thus, one important area of further research is to incorporate the feedback from self-driving DBMS deployments to improve the model estimations and the action effectiveness.

The workload forecasting framework may use change point detection techniques [26] to intelligently identify workload changes and proactively re-train its forecasting models. It may also use anomaly detection techniques [42] to exclude outliers from the model training. There are also remaining challenges, such as properly determining the time range of the historical data that the model re-training should use: using more training data may improve the model generalization, but outdated training data may also affect the model accuracy.

The behavior modeling framework may incorporate the action behavior observed in on-line deployments into the models to correct mispredictions. But how to perform such incorporation is still an open question. For example, the modeling framework may combine the off-line training data from the runners with the on-line data to train new behavior models. But the off-line data may quantitatively overwhelm the on-line data, and thus the model training may not fully exploit the information in the on-line data. The modeling framework may also train a separate model only with the on-line data. But it may be challenging to properly combine the
predictions from the on-line and off-line models.

The self-driving DBMS may also directly leverage the observed information of the applied actions in its action planning framework to improve the search (MCTS) effectiveness. There are several possible approaches. For example, the action planning framework may use a simple “black-list” to avoid searching over actions that do not improve the system performance. It may also adjust an action’s estimated behavior during MCTS with the observed performance metrics for that action. Lastly, it may learn a high-level policy over the applied actions to enhance the action selection during MCTS [192, 193].

7.2 Supporting Complex DBMS Features

Recall from Chapter 5 that we only evaluate our forecasting-modeling-planning architecture with actions that create/drop indexes and adjust knob configurations due to NoisePage’s feature limitation. Many real-world applications require more complex DBMS features, such as materialized view [22] or resource scaling [58]. We believe our proposed architecture can extend to automate the tuning for these features.

We do not anticipate that supporting more DBMS features requires changes in the workload forecasting framework, which predicts the query arrival rates that are independent from the DBMS configuration. We also anticipate that the infrastructure in the action planning framework requires minimal extensions, such as generating new types of candidate actions, to support tuning additional features. This shows the flexibility and maintainability of our modularized self-driving architecture. The behavior modeling framework needs to extend the OU-models for the additional DBMS features. It is interesting to evaluate the framework’s effectiveness with such extension. While the principle of OU-decomposition can apply to any DBMS features, developers need to decide the boundaries and input features for the new OU-models. Lastly, more DBMS features introduce more candidate actions to the action planning framework, which may enable opportunities to further optimize the action search.

7.3 Self-Driving Aggressiveness Level

Our action planning framework aims to find a sequence of actions that best improve the DBMS performance based on the self-driving objective. However, as discussed in Section 7.1, an applied action’s behavior may not match the system’s expectation. Thus, it is possible that a self-driving action incurs high overhead that is unnecessary. For example, the workload forecasting framework may significantly over-predict the future workload volume. Thus, a self-driving DBMS may apply actions to provision many unnecessary resources (e.g., machines), which may also negatively impact the system performance because of the data re-arrangement.

One possible solution is to have multiple self-driving aggressiveness levels. For example, the highest aggressiveness level may allow the system to apply any possible actions to optimize the self-driving objective. A lower aggressiveness level may prohibit the system from using actions that drastically impact the system performance (e.g., creating an expensive index or significantly scaling up the resources). Thus, the system may have sub-optimal but more
stable performance under the lower aggressiveness level, which may better suit many applications \cite{215, 217}. Furthermore, the system can also use the lower aggressiveness level when the observed action behavior significantly deviates from the expectation, especially before the system can finish incorporating the feedback (e.g., re-training the models).

7.4 Self-Driving across the Stack

DBMSs are typically deployed with one or more frontend/middleware applications (e.g., websites \cite{108}, reporting software \cite{147}, or in-memory caches \cite{35}). The configurations of these applications may impact the performance of the DBMS. For example, the content in the memory cache may determine what queries the DBMS receives, which affects the DBMS’s tuning decisions. Thus, it may be beneficial to extend the self-driving architecture to support tuning software systems across the stack.

There are many open research questions in this direction. For example, there can be diverse software combinations deployed with a DBMS. It is unclear what the appropriate granularity should be to model behavior of all the systems in a deployment. Similar to the challenge of DBMS behavior modeling (Chapter 4), a monolithic model that captures the behavior of all software combinations may be infeasible because of the model complexity. But applying our OU-based decomposed modeling approach on each software system may also be challenging since it requires close familiarity with these systems and source code instrumentation. One may also use off-the-shelf ML models to model each system as a “black-box”. But the model dimensionality may still be high, which poses challenges on training data collection and debugging.

7.5 Human-Intelligent-System Interaction

Though a self-driving DBMS can control itself autonomously, there can still be external information humans may provide to the DBMS to further enhance its performance. For example, a human may be aware of an immense workload volume increase in the future that does not occur before, and thus the DBMS cannot infer the increase from the workload history. If the human can provide hints on such an increase, the DBMS can plan appropriate actions proactively. Alternatively, the human may also directly hint the DBMS to scale up the resources before the workload increase.

We believe it is exciting to explore how humans should interact with future intelligent systems, including self-driving DBMSs. Certain information may be straightforward to transfer between humans and the self-driving DBMS. For example, the workload forecasting framework may adjust the query arrival rate predictions according to the workload volume hinted by the human. And the behavior modeling and action planning framework can remain intact. Other information may be more challenging to convey. For example, a specific action hinted at by a human may conflict with the actions planned by the self-driving DBMS, such as competing resources. And the system must properly resolve such conflict even the motivation (e.g., workload increase) for such hinted action may not be revealed.
Chapter 8
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